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(ABSTRACT)
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A Global—l,ocal finite element approach was used to investigate the interlaminar stresses in lami-

i3 nated composite plates with a central circular hole. Detailed solutions were sought for the

interlaminar normal stress distributions close to the free straight edge of the plate as well as around
\i) the edge of the hole. The Global model was analyzed as a two-dimensional problem. The dis-

placements ohtained a distance away from the regions of interest in the two-dimensional model

were used as imposed boundary conditions to the three-dimensional models of the edges.

The results obtained were found to be accurate, thus demonstrating the validity and strength of the

Global-Local technique. The results further concluded that for symmetric cross—ply laminated

plates with large central circular holes, the int.erlaminar normal stresses at the free edges are affected

to a small degree by the size of the hole.

The CSM Testhed and ANISAP were the two finite element analysis programs used throughout

this investigation. The CSM Testbed element library was augmented with 16, 20, 24 and 32 node

displacement formulation based elements which were implemented as Experimental elements.
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Chapter I: Introduction and Literature Review

I . I Introductron

Analysis of composite larninates by the finite element method provides a high degree ofcontrol over

the detail and accuracy of the predicted stress fields. When a laminate of finite size is stressed by ··

inplane loading, two regions of primary interest can be differentiated: l. the region away from, and

2. the region close to, discontinuities. These can be a free unloaded edge or any kind of geometric

· or material anomaly. In the regions away from the discontinuities the stress fields are fairly uniform

and may be predicted satisfactorily even with simple analysis tools such as the classical laminated

plate theory (Whitney‘). llowever in the regions close to the discontinuities all components of
_

stress have characteristically high gradients (Pipes and Paganoz). As a generally accepted rule,

(Pipes and Paganoz, Wang and (irossmani) the presence of the discontinuity affects the stresses to

a distance approximately one laminate thickness away from the free edge. I

Analytical models have been proposed to solve this problem. These were based on both elasticity I
formulations (Pipes and Paganof) and variational methods (Tangi). Ilowever, their capabilities

were restricted to very simple and specific cases. To analyze a more generic type of problem, the

Chapter I: Introduction and Literature Review II
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most viable alternative was to perform a full three-dirnensional finite element analysis of the lami-

nate, with a high element density close to the areas of critical interest. The appropriate approach

to model these regions can be chosen from the following two alternatives:

I. to utilize a large number of low interpolation order elements, er

2. te utilize a smaller number of higher order elements.

When the finite element analysis is performed in three~dimensions on an arbitrary laminate, a large

amount of computer resources is involved even fer the simplest geometries and loading cases. This

large investment in resources is a result of the large number of elements required to model the

problem accurately. Fach laminate orientation requires a number of elements through the thiekness

in order to simulate the displaeements correctly in a fully three-dimensional loading situation.

Unless absolutely required, full three-dimensional analysis oflarninates can be a waste of resources.

When considering the problem of a larninated plate with some sort of diseontinuity, the response

for most of the regions in the plate away from the crucial areas can be predieted by a much less

sophisticated and economical type of analysis, such as a two·dimensional finite element analysis

or even from classical laminatcd plate theory.

The basic concept of ”GlobaI—I„ocal anaIysis" is te perform a simple analysis on a global regen, and

a more accurate analysis on a local regen of high interest. The interface between the two analyses

is provided by a. common boundary to which the global displacements are applied as boundary

conditions to the local model, as shown in Figure I. The boundary is chosen a distance away from

the critical regions in order to rnaintain accuracy of the sirnplifying assumptions upon which the

method is based.

(hapter I: Introduction and Literature Review 2
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For the purpose of this study, a global analysis based on two—dimensional plate elements was used, I. . . . . Iwith a full three-dimensional local analysis. ()ther possible combinations of analysis are presented ,

1in section 1.2.4. I
The problem chosen for analysis during the course of this study was a laminated plate with a een- I
trally placed circular hole. The Global—Loca1 investigation was further extended to include a study
of the optimal positioning of the Global-Local boundary for the models under consideration.

The linite element programs which were utilized throughout the course of the study were the CSM
Testbed (l,otts at al.") and ANISAP (Burns7). SPAR (VVhetstone“), the predecessor of the CSM
Testbed had only one three—dimensional brick element available, designated as the "S8l" element.
In order to perform a more accurate analysis, a family of three-dimensional isoparametric dis-
placement elements were implemented in the the CSM Testbed. To fully verify the capabilities of
these elements, studies were performed on the maximum element aspect ratio (the ratio of element
side length to thickness) possible for various cases, as well as on the minimum number of elements
through the thickness necessary to model three-dimensional la.minates satisfactorily.

I.2 Literature Review

1.2.1. Finite Element Analysis Programs Used

I
As has been mentioned in the previous section both the CSM Testbed and ANISAP were em- Iployed during the course of the investigation. ‘ I

The CSM Testbed is based on NICE/SPAR, a public domain program which has been extensively I
Iupdated and improved by the Computational Structural Mechanics (CSM) Group at NASA ,
I
I

Chapter I: Introduction and Literature Review 4 I



Z
Iangley Research Center. The overall structure of NICE/SPAR was maintained in the CSM

[

Testbed. It is comprised of two parts. the finite element analysis section "SPAR", and the executive

control language "NICE". The latter was developed at Lockheed (Palo AIto)° , whereas the fonner

originated from Engineering Information Systemsm.

ANISAP (ANIS0tropic Analysis Program) is a three-dimensional finite element code based on

STAP ( STatic Analysis Program) developed by Bathe and Wilson". ANISAP was created at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University by Burns?. The code is capable of modeling

fully anisotropic materials. The version utilized during the investigation was modified by the au-

thor. The extent of the changes were in the complete implementation of the 24 and 32 node ele·

ments as well as improved output options, post-processing capabilities and out of core storage of

the stiffness matrix.

1.2.2. Elements Implemented in the CSM Testbed

The original version of the CSM Testbed had only one three-dimensional brick element available

in its librarya. During the course of the investigation, four new isoparametric displacement for-

mulation elements were implemented as ”External Experimental Elements"‘2. These were :

I6 Node Element — with quadratic interpolation in the plane and linear interpolation through

the thickness (Bathe et al.‘ 1),

20 Node Element - with quadratic interpolation in all three directions (Zienkiewiczw),

24 Node Element - with cubic interpolation in the plane a.nd linear interpolation through the

thickness (Bathe et al.‘ ‘),

32 Node Element — with cubic interpolation in all three directions(Zienkiewicz‘3).

Chapter I: Introduction and Literature Review S
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1.2.3. Elements Through the Thiekness Study

No detailed study seemed to have been performed on the minimum number of three~dimensional

elements necessary to model composite laminates satisfactorily. A proposal for such a study was

put forward by Knight, Greene and Stroud"‘. Bums7 performed a limited comparison on the re-

sponses obtained with the 16 and 20 node elements installed in ANISAP. The results suggested two

20 node elements were necessary to model the thickness of a laminate with accuracy.

1.2.4. Global/Local Analysis

Although the concept of Global/l ocal analysis is not new, very little specific work has been carried
I

__

out to develop the technique and quantifv the paramcters to a satisfactory degree, especially when

performing analyses on composite laminates.

There is an entire spectrum of possible associations for perforrning Global-lßcal analyses. Reddy

proposes various combinations of such methods: analytical, variational, finite difference, tinite ele-

ment and boundary element‘ 5. Reddy presents typical problems which are well suited to Global-

Local analysis such as:

• free edge stress analysis of laminat.es„
• contact stress problems,
• stress analysis of structures with discontinuities, and
• blade stiffened panel with a discontinuous stiffener - the "focus problem"

shown in liigure 2.

'lhe suitability of the focus problem to the Global-local technique is discussed by Knight et al.‘°.

They identitied this suitability based on various characteristics of the model: a discontinuity, ec-

(Ühaptcr I: Introduction anal I.-itcrature Review 6
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centric loading, large displacements, large stress gradients and high inplane loading. For the

sol-utionof the focus problem Reddy" suggested a global two-dimensional analysis be combined to l

a local three-dimensional finite element analysis. Dong" prescribed the same approach. El
Dong illustrates many cases in which Global—Local Finite Element Methods (GLFEM) are ad-

vantageous, these include the analysis of a laminated plate with a hole‘ 7, crack growth, wave seat-

tering and the focus problem".

Dong describes a very specific development of the Global-local method. lt consists of a combi-

nation of Ritz functions for the global domain, which capture the essential behavior of the overall

region, together with a local finite element analysis in order to obtain the specific behavior in par-

ticular sections. Dong’s approach to GLFFM results in a simultaneous solution of both the global

and local regions. The accuracy and effectiveness of the method is dependent on the quality of the

global functions.

Nelson specifies stresses around holes in composite laminates as one of the ideal cases for Global-

Local analysis". Knight, Greene and Stroud provide a general definition for GLFEM for com- _

posite panels, where ”global” refers to the overall panel response and ’local" is the response near the

hole". They idcntified four areas of research associated with Global-local mcthodologies:

• discretization proeedures,
• refined theories. _ g
• classical and closed-form solutions, and
• hybrid techniques.

l
One important consideration I)ong specifies as essential for the success of the analysis is that

con-tinuityrequirements for displacements and rotations be completely satisfied at the

Global/Localinterface".Knight et al." recommended a study be performed on the definition of the interface E

region between the global and the local models. Reddy" identified possible problem areas when E

performing Gl .-FFM, thesewere:I

Chapter l: Introduction and Literature Review 8 I
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• interfacing between regions, '
• interfacing between methods,
• selection of regions, and
• changing regions and interfaces.

Noorlg stated the method could be limited by the errors for the boundary data on the local analysis.

Ransomm suggested some guidelines for two-dimensional GLFEM by suggesting some "Rules of

thumb", which were found to be applicable during the analysis of laminated plates with central

circular holes. These required that: l. the local boundary should be placed farther from the hole

than the innermost ring in the global analysis, and 2. the local model should be chosen to have

nodes which coineide with the position of nodes in the global model.

Knight et al."‘ applied a zooming technique to the focus problem, by analyzing successively finer

grids in specific regions, in order to solve for the stress distribution. The analysis was two-

dimensional throughout. The stresses obtained in the local region were used to calculate constants

for the point stress failure criterion (Whitney and Nuisimer2‘). They noted that only a fully

three-dimensional analysis could reveal the interlaminar stress components within the local region.

Noor approached the solution of the postbuckling behavior of the focus problem by the

GLFI€.M‘°. The problem is highly non·linear which results in very large computer requirements.

To reduce these requirements the Global-Local method was employed. By the application of this

method the displacement and strain distributions were found.

Nelson‘“ proposed that the next generation of finite element analysis software have complete /L,ß [
. ... . . . . . r /fad'?}-‘“

analysis capabihties such as linear and non·linear analysis, one-, two- and three~dimensional models I,/L,

as well as mixed dimensional models. lmportance is also placed on program modularity.

’
"3 l

Chapter l: Introduction and Literature Review 9 i
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1.2.5. The Free Edge Problem

When a composite laminate of linite dimensions is loaded, the components of stress which are

created can be subdivided into 2 groups:

• lntralaminar stresses — 6,,, ay and 1-,;,
I

• Interlaminar stresses - 6,, 1,, and ryz

Away from free edges and discontinuities of sorts the intralaminar stresses can be predicted by the

classical laminated plate theory‘. This theory does not, however, provide any indication of the

possible magnitudes of the interlaminar stresses.

The early works of Pipes and Pagano" showed that away from a free (unloaded) edge, the

interlaminar stresses are negligible. Ilowever when one focuses onto the stress components close

to a free edge the existence of a 'boundary layer” was demonstrated.

lnterlaminar stresses arise when differences in Poisson's ratios occur between adjacent layers. At

the interfaces continuity ofdisplacements must be satislied, which results in the creation of non-zero

interlaminar shear stresses rw along the interface (fig. 3.a). These shear stresses are kept in force

equilibrium by ny and in moment equilibrium by the interlaminar nomial stress oz (fig. 3.b).

Thus the free edge stresses are govemed by the extent of material properties mismatch between

neighboring layers. It is possible in fact to design laminates with no material mismatch. The sim-

plest solution is achieved with a unidirectional laminate. Ilowever Ilerakovichzz showed that it

was possible to have no mismatch in material properties even when dealing with symmetric

angleply Iaminates [tl: 0];.

Previous investigations have shown that within the boundary layer all the stress components have

large gradients. These result in large decreases in absolute magnitude of the intralaminar stresses

(Ühapter I: Introduction and Literature Review II)
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and in large increases of the interlaminar components. Pipes and Paganoz showed that significant
interlaminar stresses exist within one laminate thickness of the edge. Historically, this has been
considered the approximate boundary layer thickness.

Most of the methods employed for evaluating interlaminar stresses utilize an "effective modulus"
formulation, whereby each layer is described as a homogeneous anisotropic material (Salamonü).
Such an assumption neglects completely the existence of fibers and matrix materials as constituents,
and as such it models perfect bonding and uniform material distribution within each layer. How-
ever if there is no particular need or interest in the micromechanics ofthe laminate this assumption
is a very good one.

Pipes and Paganoz developed a rigorous elasticity solution assuming that stresses were independent
of the x—coordinate in Figure 3, which reduced the independent variables from three to two. Renieri
and llerakovich2", during the course of an investigation on linear and nonlinear materials, revealed
a number of inconsistencies with the results of Pipes and Paganoz.

Pagano later derived a higher order theoryzs which satisiied the requirements for a vanishing shear
stress at the free edge interface junction. This theory, however, is limited in the possible number
of layers to be modeled. The degree of limitations with analytica] solutions caused many investi-
gators to resort to three-dimensional tinite elements for the analysis of composite laminates. The
free edge extension problem has been solved thoroughly with standard results provided by " ‘
Rybicki2° and Stanton”.

Wang and Crossman3 provided results for [90/0]S laminate which supported those provided by
I lerakovich et al.”, although neither could satisfy the tract.ion-free edge conditions. Gritlinzg Fproduced results for the rrorma.l interlaminar stress at the interfaces of [0/90]S laminates for both
lloron/Frpoxy and Graphite/Epoxy material systems. Again the presence of high interlaminar
stresses was predieted at the cdges of the laminates in question.

Chapter I: Introduction and Literature Review I2 ,
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I1.2.6. The Hole Edge Problem I
II
IThe problem of a layered plate with a hole is fully three—dimensional in character. The presence

of the hole creates free edge effects which disturb not only the inplane fields but also the
interlaminar effects. Griffin2° concluded that these problems can be solved for by the use of
three—dimensional fmite element analysis. Salamon’a conducted an assessment of edge effects in
laminates with holes, finding that the sign of the interlaminar normal stress cannot be determined
intuitively from equilibrium considerations. He also noted that the maximum interlaminar stresses
may occur not at the hole but at a nearby straight edge. These observations were obtained by
consulting the results presented by Barker et ala" and Rybicki et ala'.

During another investigation, Danaaz concluded that the maximum interlaminar normal stress
varies from 30% to 15% of the Carfield inplane normal stress for crossply laminates. Rybicki and
Schmueseraa demonstrated that both the sign and distribution of the interlaminar stresses change
considerably by varying the laywip sequence in crossply laminates. Griffin et al.a4 investigated the
changes in the interlaminar normal stress at the straight free edge of a plate with a 2.0” diameter ,hole as eompared to the stresses in a plate with no hole. The results which were presented showcd
very little changes between the two cases.

Tangas provided an analytical solution for the extension of an infinite plate with a circu1a.r hole.
The results obtained compared well with linite element solutions. Ile also solved the problem by Lemploying a variational fomiulation; the results however displayed large discrepa.ncies with existing
solutions close to the edge of the hole.

I

I
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Chapter 2: Element Implementation

2. I. Description of the Elements

As it has already been mentioned, the original version of the (TSM Testbed had only one three-

dimensional briek element installed; the "S8l"“. This element is based on a hybrid stress formu-

lation. lt has R nodes (one in each corner), with 3 displaeement degrees of freedom per node.

For the purpose of modeling composite laminates, the S8} element was found not to perform sat-

isfactorily. lts biggest shortcoming was found to be its low order of integration (one point), the

lowest possible for a briek element. Such a low order resulted in extremely large models required

to analyze even simple larninate problems, and completely erroneous results for non-parallel ele-

ment faces.
I
I

Although it is not true that a higher degree of interpolation results in a better element, it was felt I
I

that for the specific purpose of modeling composite materials a reasonable balance between degree ·I
I

of interpolation and size of the element stiffness matrix should be achieved. ¤
I

I
(Thapter 2: Element Implementation I4 I
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To satisfy these requirements, four elements were installed in the CSM Testbed as "lixperimentaI

Elements"‘2. These are displacement formulation based isoparametric (Serendipity) elements with

I6, 20, 24 and 32 nodes per element. Each node has three degrecs of freedom; the displacements

in the three—dimensions. The element stiffness matrix is calculated by performing Gauss integration

over the whole element. The number of Gauss points within each element can be selected by the

user specifying the number of Gauss points to be used in the plane (local x·y plane) and through

the thickness (local z axis). This selection enables the user to modify the stiffness response of the

element by selecting various combinations of Gauss points within the element. The choice of order

of integration is of the utmost importance to the accuracy of the results‘
‘. By using a reduced in-

tegration order from the order required for an exact solution, a less stiff element can be achieved.

This may result in a closer behavior of the system to t.he actual response, although the boundedness

of the solution is destroyed. Integration orders which are too low yield erroneous results, and those

which are too high model a too stiff response‘
‘. Throughout the course of the investigation a 3x3x3

Gauss integration was employed for each element.

All the experimental elements are capable of modeling fully anisotropic materials irrdependently of

the CSM Testbed processors. Gcnerally composite laminae are transversely isotropic, with orien- ‘

tations described by an in-plane rotation 0 (fig. 4.a). llowever, it is coneeivable for a composite to

possess a second characteristic angle which represents an elevation of the in—plane properties into

the third dimension. Such an angle can be defined by d> (rotation about y), as shown in Figure 4.b.

The SPAR Experimental Element facility‘2 requires that I5 constants be supplied each time this -

specific element routine is called. These constants are the 9 elastic properties, the angles 0 and «f>

as defined in Figure 4, and the out of plane angle between the global axes and the local element

axes. The remaining 3 constants define the specific weight and the order of Gauss integration in

the plane and through the thickness.

Chapter 2: Element Implementation I5
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2.1.1. — 16 Node Element

The l6 node element is shown in Figure 5.a. It has quadratic interpolation in the plane and linear
interpolation through the thickness. The full element stiffness matrix is [48 x 48].

2.1.2. - 20 Node Element

This element has quadratic interpolation in all three directions. lt is shown in Figure 5.b. The full
element stiffness matrix is [60 x 60]. This is a very good element to use because of its higher than
linear degree of interpolation in all directions.

2.1.3. — 24 Node Element

The 24 node element has cubic interpolation in the plane and linear interpolation through the
‘

thickness (tig. Sc). The element stiffness matrix has dimension [72 x 72|. This type of element is
not very well suited to model composites because of its linear interpolation through the thickness,
however it should prove to be a good element for uniform materials such as isotropic, or materials
with a slight degree of orthotropy.

Chapter 2: Element Implementation
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2.1.4. — 32 Node Element
Z
I
I

IThis element is the most complex one implemented (fig. 5.d). lt has cubic interpolation in allthreedirections.
The full element stiffness matrix is [96 x 96|. This element should prove to be very good Ifor any type of material provided a convenient pre-processor is available for mcsh generation;

Otherwise, generating a mes}1 of 32 node elements could become a very cumbersome process.

2.2. Element Verßieatzon

Since the experimental elements are all well known and tested (l.in”, Danalz and Zienkiewicz"),
it was felt that it was only necessary to demonstrate satisfactorily that results obtained with the
experimental elements on the (TSM Testbed were comparable to those obtained for the same cases
on ANISAP. Thus a very limited number of tests were performed during the 'element verification’
stage. The cases were analyzed by loading the model shown in Figure 6 in the following manner:

l. I parallelpiped element, (ir/Fp material properties at §’»0°offthe x-axis with an imposed
displacement of 0.0l in. in the x-direction,

2. l parallelpiped element, Gr/Ep material properties at 30°of’fthe x-axis with an imposed
displacement of 0.0l in. in the x—direction and an imposed displacement of 0.005 in. L
in the y-direction.

I
IAll the tests were performed for each element type.

t. . I()nce the comparative tests were cornpleted, each experimental element was tested in the
·I_ Ibenchmark problem, shown in figure 7. This is a very simple model in which two elements share I
Ia common face which can be rotated through an angle thus distorting both elements. The skew II
IChapter 2: Element Implementation
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Figure 6. Test model for verifying the element implementation
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angle H, is a measure of the extent to which the particular type of element can be distorted. The

model is loaded by both extemal loads and displacements in such a manner that the result is a

constant x—direction stress with all other components zero. The purpose of the benchmark was to
measure the performance of the three-dimensional elements when distorted. The reason the S81
was discarded as a candidate element for use during the course of this investigation was due to its

poor performance when opposite sides of the element were not parallel to each other.

The material properties for the T300/5208 Graphite-Epoxy material system used throughout the

course of the investigation are presented in Table 1 (Grif1in’°).

Table 1. Mechanical Properties 0l'T300/5208 Graphite/Epoxy

E1 E2 Es G12 G11 (:23 V12 V1.; V2; U

19.2 Msi 1.56 I\/lsi 1.56 Msi 0.82 Msi 0.82 Msi 0.54 l\/lsi 0.239 0.239 0.45

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained with the benchmark for the elements under consideration.

The maximum skew angle is a measure of the maximum deformation which can be imposed on the

element before the element stilfness matrix. becomes singular and the program halts execution due

to a division by zero.

I

1
I
I
I
I

I
I
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Table 2. Summary of benchmark results

' A Element Type Max. Skew Angle(des-)

S81 67.0

16 Node 71.56
I

20 Node 71.56

24 Node 71.56

32 Node 71.56

2.3. Conclusions

All the computer mns with both ANISAP and the CSM Testbed yielded identical results. Any

discrepancies were attributable to machine accuraey. The results obtained From the benchmark

show the incapability of the S8l to deal properly with highly deformed geometries similar to those

modeled by the benchmark. The maximum skew angle was limited by the geometry of the model

to 7l.565". To impose a larger angle on the model would result in an impossible mapping, and the

Jacobian for some ot the Gauss points would be negative. The maximum skew angles obtained

with the experimental elements seem to have achieved a satisfactory size to ensure proper behavior

even under extremely distorted geometrical conditions. All of the experimental elements still

produced correct results at 7l.56°. larger angles weren’t imposed on the benchmark because the

size of the smallest side was extremely close to creating a singularity.

The tests performed in the next two chapters are necessary for proving satisfactorily the viability

of using these elements for the modeling of composite materials at the lamina level. More specif· [
I
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ically, Chapter 3 will deal with the study of the maximum possible aspect ratio for eachelementunder
different loadings and layups. In the next study the number of elements through the thick—I

ness necessary to correctly model composites is determined, and this study is discussed in Chapter I4.I

I
I
I

I
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Chapter 3: Element Aspect Ratio Study

()nce the Experimental elements were implemented successfully, it was found necessary to perform

preliminary tests to assess their adaptability to composite materials. ()ne of the limitations with the

use of finite elements for analyzing composite Iaminates is the relative small size of the thickness

of each layer when compared to the x—y plane dimensions.

A dimensionless quantity was defined as the "aspect ratio" for a particular element which is the ratio '

of the characteristie element side length to the element thicl<ness. The aspect ratio is defined as:

AR = l. / t , as shown in Figure 8.

A series of simple models were prepared and solved to find the maximum aspect ratio attainable

by the various elements available, before signs of instability were detected in the results. The in-
V

stabilities were traced back to the relative order of magnitude of the element thickness when com-

pared to machine accuracy. This instability manifested itself as an ill-conditioning of the stiffness

matrix.

The model used for the test is shown in figure 8. lt consists of a 2x2 square mesh in the plane,

with one element through the thickness. The simplification introduced by selecting only one ele-

ment through the thickness for modeling each fiber orientation is acceptable since the present study

Chapter 3: Element Aspect Ratio Study 25
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Iis not aimed at obtaining signiticant values for the interlaminar stresses, but only in searching for
the limit in the stability of the results for a particular element, loading case and layup.

Two loading conditions were applied to the model:

l. x-direction applied displacement of 0.0l (load case I),
2. x-direction applied displacement of 0.0l and y—direction applied displacement

of 0.005 (load case Il).

All the layups analyzed were symmetric crossplies, more specifically:

1. [0/90].: .
2. [90/0],, ,

3. [fl/Of)/0/90]; .

The results obtained for each element type are presented in Table 3 and are discussed in the fol-
lowing section. All of the results obtained were compared to the performance of the original SRI
element.

3. I. Comparative Discussion

The results presented in Table 3, are inclicative of the performance of the elements; indicative ofthe
order of magnitude of the critical aspect ratio. The tests which were performed on the elements are ,

Ivery simplistic. As such the aspect ratios obtained are certainly not the minimum attainable values .
Ifor each element type but are only specific values obtained from the model in question. In no way I
Iwas such a model thought to be extremely demanding and as such the results should be considered 1

in their correct context. The SRI element is quoted reaching an aspect ratio of 2000. It was actually I
IChapter 3: Element Aspect Ratio Study 26
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Figure 8. Finite element model used for the aspect ratio study.
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Table 3. Summary of aspect ratlos for the elements, results for the testproblemElement

Layup Load case 1 Load case ll

[0/90],; 2000 2000

S81 [90/0]_S 2000 2000

[0/90/0/90]S 2000 2000

[0/90]S 1000000 1000000

16 Node [90/0]; 1000000 1000000

[0/90/0/90]; 1000000 1000000

[0/90]; 1000000 1000000

20 Node [90/0]; 1000000 1000000
i

>_

[0/90/0/90],; 1000000 1000000

[0/90]S 1000000 1000000

24 Node [90/0].: 1000000 1000000

[0/90/0/90]; 1000000 1000000

[0/90]S 1000000 1000000

32 Node [90/0]: 1000000 1000000

[0/90/0/90]S 1000000 1000000

found that for an aspect ratio of 2000 the element operated correctly whereas for an aspect ratio

of 3000 it failed, thus the exact aspect ratio would lie somewhere between these two values. A11 the

experimental elements attained the same order of magnitude in aspect ratio of 1000000. Again the

accurate value can be found to lie between 1000000 and 2000000. lt is not the purpose ofthis study
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to provide accurate figures for the critical aspect ratios of the elements but just to supply some in-
dication of the correct orders of magnitude.

It is interesting to note that within a specific element type the response is not affected by layup or
loading. The order of magnitude of the aspect ratios attained by the experimental element family
is so large that the eventual failure of the element.s can be attributable only to machine accuracy,
ie. the order of the sizes involved in the caleulations are of the same order or at least very similar
to the actual accuracy of the machine.

The result that element aspect ratio is not affected by the type of loading is of great importance
when dealing with eomposite laminates because this could suggest that even complex loadings
would not place restrictions on the aspect ratios of the elements involved. ()f course to support
fully such an assertion it would be necessary to perform a similar type of analysis with various
models of increasing loading cornplexity. Since the failure is due to the singularity of the stiffness
matrix it would seem evident from a 'continuum' point of view that the failure be independent of
the loading condition. However, when one considers a discretized model. such a statement ceases
to be obvious, and for such a reason both loading conditions were considered. ·

When comparing the aspect ratios obtaincd with the SRI and the experimental family, it becomes
evident that the S8l is not well suited for use in the modeling of eomposite materials.

3.2. Conclusron

The analysis of the maximum possible attainable aspect ratio for all the element types available
revealed that the experimental element family was vastly superior to the existing SRI element, es-
pecially when dealing with eomposite laminates.

Chapter 3: Element Aspect Ratio Study 29



Chapter 4: Elements Through the Thickness Study A

A common form of failure in composite laminates is by delamination. The origins of such a

mechanism can be traced back to high interlaminar stresscs near free edges. ln order to obtain ac-

curate values of such stresses and the related gradients, it is necessary to have a fine grid close to the

edges under investigation. lt is, however, not sufficient to have a detailed grid in the plane of the

laminate. ()ne must have a sufficient degree of resolution through each layer thickness. A layer

thickness corresponds to a lamina or a number of adjacent laminas with equal fiber angle.

The study consisted of investigating the distribution of interlarninar normal stress nea.r the free edge

of a laminate. This was aelrieved by increasing the number of elements used to model the thickness

of each layer. This process was repeated for all element types including the S8]. The SRI element

was considered for comparative purposes. The results were compared to those obtained with the

32 node element with two or more elements per layer, which were assumed to achieve the best

possible solution for the given mesh. As a further means of Verification computer runs of selected

problems were performed on ANISAP. The free edge model used is shown in figure 9. All stresses

are independent of the x—dircction because the applied displacement is in that direction, and there-

fore only one element. is required to model tlre laminate in the x-direction. The mesh was designed

with four elements with finer intervals between them in the y—direction. This disposition allows a

smoother recovery of the stress components. The thickness of the laminate was rnodeled by a

Chapter 4: Elements Through the Thiekness Study 30
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variable numbea of elements depending on the specific laminate under consideration and the effec-

tive number of elements needed to represent each layer.

Each element type was subjected to a total of nine test cases which were decided upon by com-

bining various laminates with a certain number of elements per layer. Only crossply laminates were

considered: [0/90]; , [90/0]; and [0/90/0/90];. The choice of such laminates made it possible to

impose symmetric boundary conditions on all 3 planes at the origin. The final model was simplified

considerably which resulted in modeling of only one eighth of the actual problem.

The total number of elements through the laminate thickness was incrcased from 2 to 8 in steps

of 2. A summary of all the tests perfonned on each element type is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of tests performed on the elements for the thickness study '

Total number _
of Iayersinthe

model

2 Yes Yes No

4 Yes Yes Yes

6 Yes Yes No

8 Yes No Yes

All the results were presented on three dimensional plots of the interlaminar normal stresses at the

midplane. The plots were visually compared and the better results were kept as reference against

which the others were discussed. These reference plots were the assumed solution to the problem.
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4. I. CSM Testbed S8] element J

As a first observation it is important to note that the S8l element provides stress values only at the

node points, and not at the Gauss points as do all the experimental elements. This resulted in a

considerably smaller number of plottable points in the plane (10 points) than the experimental elé

ements (36 points).

The S8} is a low order element with linear interpolation functions along all the edges. \Vhen this

consideration is coupled to the small number of stress points available the performance expectations

for the S8l were very limited. The best results were obtained from the analysis of the [0/90],;

laminate (shown in fig. l0), with 4 elements per ply. This model consisted of eight elements

through the thickness; four through the 0° layer and four through the 90° layer. The plot followed

the generally accepted distribution for the interlaminar normal stress at the edge of a laminate.

However, there was a large amount of unevenness in the results which suggested that more than

four elements would be necessary in order to produce more reliable results. The differences between

this plot and those employing a lesser number of elements were not very large, suggesting that

maybe the element converged to a close solution but not the correct one or otherwise required a

much more detailed mesh.

When the [90/0]$ laminate was analyzed, the response at 3 elements per thickness was found to

be unacceptable since it did not reach the peak at the edge attaincd by the higher order elements.

Finally the [0/90/0/9()]$ laminate was analyzed and the results obtained with 2 elements per thick- 6

ness were a poor representation of the actual stress state. This was considered an extremely negative l
l

factor since the [0/90/0/9(l]_. has gradients which are much smaller than those encountered in

theothertwo laminates and thus convergenee to an acceptable solution should be facilitated. Again l

all the plots for the last two laminates displayed large disturbances in the results. I
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4.2. Experimental Elements

4.2.1. - 16 Node Element

This is the lowest order element implemented in the experimental family. The analysis of the
[0/90], laminate was very successful when 4 elements per layer were utilized (fig. I 1). However the
responses obtained for the lower number of elements per layer were all of surprising quality. When
the analysis was performed on both the [90/0], and the [0/90/0/90], the responses were found to
be not as close to the assumed solution as one would want even when using the maximum number
of elements per layer available for that particular laminate. The maximum possible number of el-
ements in the model was limited exclusively by computation time considerations and the relative
importance of the results obtained when the number of elements in the model was doubled. These
differences could suggest that this particular element requires at least 4 elements per layer to model
edge effects properly.
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4.2.2. — 20 Node Element

This element was found to be very successful. All of the analyses were completed with a high de-
gree of accuracy when compared to the results obtained for the 32 node element. Also the plots
were very smooth, indicating a good reliability of the results. lt is interesting to note that the re-
sponse of the I element per thickness case resulted in very close representations of the actual stress
distribution independent of the Iaminate type (figs. I2, I3 and I4).

W”hen 2 elements per ply were used to model each layer the results duplicated those obtained with
the 32 node element (tigs. I5, I6 and I7).

Rough calculations of the forces above and below the 6,= 0 plane showed that force equilibrium
was satisticd for all the Iaminates under consideration. This is the basic requirement necessary for
the stresses at the edges of a Iaminate to maintain both force and moment equilibrium.
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4.2.3. - 24 Node Element

The 24 node element has linear interpolation functions through the thickness thus the response
should be very similar to that obtained for the I6 node element. When the [0/90]S laminate was
analyzed a satisfactory response was obtained with 3 elements per layer, however, when the number
of elements was increased to 4 the results were basically duplicated. The analysis of the remaining
Iaminates was not found to be satisfactory even when using the maximum possible number of ele-
ments through the thickness. This Iimitation was based on the assumption that by using a sullicient
number of elements any element type would eventually approach the assumed solution, but with
a high cost in computational time.

lt is interesting to see that the I6 node element and the 24 node element both achieved the same
results in terms of number of elements per ply, even though the 24 node element has more nodes.

lt would seem more than natural to expect the [tl/9(l]_, and the [90/0]; laminates to require the
same number of elements. The results which were obtained for the latter laminate with 3 elements
per ply were aecurate enough not to diseourage the possibility that 4 elements would provide a
correct solution to the problem.
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4.2.4. - 32 Node Element

The 32 node element is the highest order element implemented in the experimental family. Intu-
itively it was expected that one element per thickness would have been sufficient to model all of the
laminates under consideration, especially after analyzing the results obtained with the 20 node ele-
ment. However from the results obtained with one element per thickness it was evident the re-
sponse was very good (figs. I9, 20 and 2l) hut did not duplicate those obtained when employing
two 20 node elements. Of course when the analysis was performed on the laminates with two 32
node elements per layer the stress distribution was found to coincide with those obtained with the
20 node element as well as those found with larger number of 32 node elements per thickness.
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4.3. ANISA P Elements

Only the 20 node experimental element was verified for this specific model on ANISAP. A11 of the

laminates under consideration were analyzed, and the results for two layers per thickness agreed

with the general results obtained during the course of this study. More specifically the plots for

these cases were identical to those obtained on the CSM Testbed.

4.4. Comparative Discussion

The results obtained in the study are summarized in Table 5. The numbers in the table indicatc
H

the optimal number of elements per layer required to model each laminatc under consideration.

The plus sign indicates that the results obtained for that specific case need a number of elements

greater than the one printed in the table, but the actual number required was not determined during _

the course of the study.

Table 5. Summary ol' the results obtained for the elements/layer study

Element Type [0/90], fi].: [0/91)/0/90].s

gg} 4 + 3 +· 2 +

16 Node 4 3 + 2 +

20 Node 2 2 2 T
24 Node 4 3 + 2+

32 Node 2 2 2
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¤l‘rom Table 5 it is evident that the SSI is not a good element to be used when modeling composite
laminates. Similarly the I6 node and 24 node elements require too many elements per layer in order
to achieve satisfactory stress distributions, resulting in very large models.

The results obtained for the 20 node element and the 32 node elements are very similar. The 32
node element approximates the response slightly better when one element per layer is used, however
the differences are so small that it might not be worth the additional computational effort. When
the two elements per layer distributions are considered the responses are identical.

lt is interesting to note that all the element types seemed to have less difliculty in modeling the
[0/90]$ laminate than the other laminates considered. This was apparent when comparing the re-
sults for one or two elements per layer. The [0/90]; laminate always offered better responses than
the [90/0]$ and [0/90/0/90]/; laminates.

4.5. Corzcluszon

For an approximate yet signilicant analysis the use of a single 20 node element per layer is suggested

for crossply laminates. lf the analysis needs to be more accurate then it is more appropriate to
ernploy two 20 node elements per layer.

All the other elements were found to perform poorly or be too expensive in terms of computer re-
sources when compared to the performance provided by the 20 node element. The remainder of
the investigation will be carried out entirely using exclusively the (ISM Testbed in conjunction with
the 20 node element.
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Chapter 5: Global-Local Analysis

The procedure employed in the present work for performing Global-Local finite element analysis

of laminated plates can be described by thc following steps:

l. Select the location of the Global—l„ocal boundary,

2. analyze the full Global model as a two—dimensional problem,

3. extract the displacements at the boundaries of the Local regions,

4. create a three—dimensional model of the local regions with full three-

dimensional imposed displacements,

5. analyze the Local models by means of a full three—dimensional analysis, and

6. post—process the results. ··

For the Global as well as both Local models three layups were considered: [0/90]% [90/0]_q and

[0/90/0/90]S.

IChapter 5: Global-Local Analysis 52 ,
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5.1 The Global Model

ln this investigation a laminated plate with a centrally placed hole was analyzed. The amount of

literature available for such a problem is extensive and thus provided numerous cases against which

the results could be compared. All analyses were linear elastic.
I

The Global model was generated using processor ”CSMl"" of the Testbed, which produces a mesh

to model a crossply laminated plate with a central circular hole. The quantities defined in Figure

22, were assigned the following values for the present study:

l, = l8.0 in.,

W = ]2.0 in.,

h = 0.l in. (plate tlrickness),

A = 7.0 in.,

d = 6.0 in.,

lbs = 5.8 in.,

le = 0.2 in.,

NELX = 4,

NFLE = 3,

NRINGS = 3 or 4, and

NSl‘()KFS = 32 or 40

The quantity NRINGS represents the total number of element rings in the model contained in the

region defined by NSl’()Kl'iS is the total number of radial lines emanating from the center

of the hole. NSl’()Kl‘€S must always be a multiple of 4 for the (ISM] processor to to complete

execution. The variables NRINGS and NSPOKES have two possible values assigned depending

on the particular local region being analyzed.
I
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The Global model was loaded in compression by imposing a uniform x—displacement of 0.l in. at
the x= 0.0 edge and restraining movement in the x—direction at the x= l8.0 in. edge. Both corner
nodes along y= 0.0 were also restrained from movement in the y-direction.

To solve this model the IiX4l” element was utilized. This is a displacement formulation based
four node, two-dimensional element, available as an experimental element in the CSM Testbed.
An experimental element had to be used since when the original computer runs were performed
with the E43, the standard two-dimensional Testbed element, erroneous deformations were ob-
tained.

During the course of the entire study only [0/90];, [90/0]S and [0/90/0/90]_„ laminates were con-
sidered with a total thickness of 0.l”. The far field average stress was calculated to be 57667 psi.

5.2 The Local Models

Two local regions were selected as being of critical interest. to the investigation. The first was t.he
edge of the plate close to the hole, region [ in Figure 23, and the other was selected around the edge
of the hole, region ll.

Fach region was extracted from the Global model with the corresponding boundary displacements.
A three-dimensional model was generated. The Local meshes only modeled one half of the lami-
nate thickness since all of the layups and loadings were symmetric. Also, the appropriate dis-
placements at the axes of symmetry were imposed, such that the resulting model would emulate ß
correctly the problem at hand. At the free edges no displacements were imposed in order not to
force the over-simplilied response of the global model. Typical three·dimensional models are
shown in Figure 24 and Figure These Local regions would allow a detailed investigation to bc
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il
carried out on the magnitude and variation of interlarninar stresses in the presence of a circular
aperture.

A preliminary study showed that it would only be necessary to specify displacements in one direc- /
tion at the interface, since the local analysis would retum the correct displacements for the other .
components. However, all the possible x and y displacements were imposed at the boundary, ex-
cept at the free edges which were completely unloaded. The imposition of the maximum number
of displacements resulted in lower computational times for the 3-dimensional models. When per-
forming the analysis on the straight edge, there was no need for a high accuracy in the results around
the hole, therefore NRlN(}§= 3 (see fig. 22) was sufficient, but it was necessary to have
NSPOKFS toi allow the stresses to converge and provide smoother boundary conditions at the
edge interface. analyzing the stresses around the hole it was necessary to use NRlNGS=4 f ,
in order to transfer more evenly the displacements from the outer fields, but to use NSPOKFS

=iel0

would result in angextremely large model. As will be discussed later in the chapter, the choice for
NSP()KFS€>2 was made based on a compromise between the quality of the results and the
computing tirrfes/involved.

5.3. Straight Free Edge Problem

5.3.1. Location of the Gl0bal—Local interface

The Local three—dimensional model at the straight edge is shown in Figure 24. The Local x-
direction was originally rnodeled using only three elements. llowever during preliminary analyses .
it was found that when the hole diameter was large, sharp stress variations appeared at the
(ilobal—l„ocal interface coincident with element boundaries. lt was thus resolved to increase the
number of elements across the model by increasing the number of spokes around the hole to 40,
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This resulted in the model having five elements along the x-direction which resulted in a consider-
ably smoother response. The local y-direction was modeled using only three elements, which if
placed in the correct locations would result in sufficiently accurate solutions to the problem.
Finally, the study wl1ich had been performed earlier suggested the use of two 20-node elements
through the thickness of each layer.

The region of growth for the boundary layer is known to be of the order of the laminate thicknessz.
This dimension was of critical importance for the position of the local model. In order to deter-
mine the optimal location of the Global—local interface two models were prepared, one with the
interface placed l.5 laminate thicknesses away and the second model 2.0 laminate thicknesses from
the edge.

Since the stress gradients away from the edge are small and increase with their proximity to the edge,
it was felt necessary to grade the mesh in a way which would allow the edge stresses to develop fully.
This meant creating a finer mesh closer to the edge. The element boundaries in the y-direction were
shifted to obtain the best possible response of the model. The moving of the element boundaries
did not affect the imposed boundary conditions because they had been found to remain unchanged

T
within the y—direction.

A number of meshes were prepared and analyzed by varying the width and the location of the y-
direction element boundaries of the Local model. A summary ofthe cases which were investigated
is presented in Table 6.

All the cases which were analyzed revealed the same general shape ofthe interlaminar normal stress,
however the one which resulted in the more likely distribution was the T2.0-ll shown in Figure 25.
This was preferred over the other meshes because it resulted in an overall smoother stress distrib~ .
ution. The differences between the plots however were very small. They amounted to the location
of the minimum, and the rates at which the distributions approach the minimum. llowever, the
actual minirnurn and maximum values showed very small discrepancies between meshes. This

Chapter 5: Global-local Analysis
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Table 6. Summary of optimal interface location for straight edge problem

_ Model element boundary location, Plot name
Ü . width y—direction (in.)

1.5t 11.85, 11.90, 11.95, 12.00 T1.5·1

1.5t 11.85, 11.91, 11.96, 12.00 T1.5-11

2.0t 11.80, 11.90, 11.95, 12.00 T2.0-1

2.0t 11.80, 11.90, 11.9667, 12.00 T2.0-II

2.0t 11.80. 11.91, ll.96, 12.00 T2.0·1ll

would suggest that as long as the local region is chosen fairly successfully, the response would be

to a large extent insensitive of the specific mesh. The present study was performed only for ,

[0/90]$ laminates, but similar deductions seem plausible for any other combination of cross·p1y
U

laminates.

5.3.2. Free edge stresses

The purpose of this study was to determine the distribution of straight edge interlaminar stresses in

the preseuce of a circular hole. For this reason a number of cases were considered: first varying

the diameter of the hole from 0.0", to a maximum of 6.0" in
1.0” intervals, then by considering

different laminate layups all with 6.0" diameter holes. The local mesh used was the T2.0-11 de-

scribed in the previous section. The entire analysis schedule for this section is presented in table

7.
1

The length of the local model in the x·direction was limited to 3.5” because this distance covered1

the entire region of maximum deformation at the edge and thus captured all the highest stresses.
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Table 7. Sunlmary of analyses performed nn the straight free edge
Z

Hole diameter [0/90], [90/0], [0/90/0/90]_,

No Hole Yes No No

l" Yes No No

2" Yes No No

3" Yes No No

4" Yes No No

5" Yes No No

6" Yes Yes Yes

The first set of plots to be discussed pertains to the [0/90], laminate. The local three·dimensional

model consisted of a total of sixty 20 node elements, as shown in Figure 24. The far field average [Ü L
_]

applied stress was maintained at 57667 psi.
/

Figure 26 shows the results of the analysis performed on the laminate with no hole (d = 0.0"). The

response displayed a very uniform stress distribution in the x—direction. The maximum value of

stress was found to occur at the edge with a magnitude of l600 psi. The minimum was found to

reach a value of -250 psi. The presence of a small disturbance close to the minimum was attribut-

able to the location of the Gauss points. The value of the maximum has a slight tendency to in-

crease away from the plane of symmetry (local x= 0), and then decrease sharply. This behavior

could be promoted either by the closeness to the point of load introduction, or otherwise by a pe-

culiarity of the two·dimensional model which even in the absence of the hole, still analyzes a model

with radially distributed elements about the center of the plate, as shown in Figure 27. This vari-

ation, however, is extremely small at 40 psi (2.5% of the maximum).

LL

f
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Inspection of the results provided for d = l.0" (fig. 28), displays the presence of a much higher edge 1

stress, 1800 psi (15% increase). The magnitude of the minimum was maintained constant to that

predicted in the previous case, however the location of the minimum was found to be shifted away

from the edge from 5.96" to 5.95". This movement of the local minimum could lead to a loss of

force equilibrium, since the integral of the interlaminar normal stress over a line of constant y must

always be zero. An approximate graphical integration was performed and the error was found to

be 6% of the maximum force at the edge. This shift could also be attributed to the curve fitting

routine, but an increase in the maximum edge stress can only be balanced by either an increase in

the magnitude of the minimum or by a relocation of such a minimum.

When the diameter of the aperture was increased to 2”’ (fig. 29), the stresses at the edge were found

to vary from a maximum of 1833 psi down to 1700 psi, along the free edge. The lower value co-

incided with the axis of symmetry at x= 0.0" (local coordinates). The magnitude of the minimum

stress remained constant throughout at a value of -230 psi. The location ofthe minimum remained

unchanged from the previous case.

Once the hole diameter was increased to 3.0", the stress at the edge varied considerably from a

maximum of 1870 psi to a lower value of 1600 psi (tig. 30). Again the lower value occurred at the

axis of symmetry, also the location and magnitude of the minimum remained unchanged. Coin-

ciding with the element boundaries along the interface, some stress fluctuations came into evidence,

although hardly significant (30 psi).
M

Figure 31 shows the response of the model with a 4" diameter hole, again the trend which was

created in the previous cases appeared more marked. The stress at the edge showed a variation of

20% from 1890 psi down to 1500 psi. The location of the minimum remained unchanged, but the P

magnitude showed a small increase to -200 psi. The unevenness in response scemed to become

more noticeable as the size of the hole was increased, although the presence of such disturbances

did not seem to affect the results otherwise.
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The 5.0" diameter hole did not disprove the trends set up by the earlier cases. The edge stresses

were predicted to vary from 1850 psi to 1400 psi (fig. 32). The location of the minimum was found

not to change in any way, although a further increase in the size of the minimum was recorded at

-180 psi. The unevenness in the distribution seems to suggest that the solution to the Local model

was beginning to accumulate inaccuracies.

Lastly the response for the largest hole diameter was considered (fig.33). The stresses showed a

drastic variation at the free edge. The values ranged from 1320 psi at the plane of symmetry to 1800

psi at the maximum (27% variation). lt is interesting to note that the average stress at the edge

has the same value as for the plate with no hole (1600 psi), but the relative variations in stress dis-

tributions at the edge bear little resemblance between the two cases. Contrary to intuitive thought,

the presence of a large size hole for the most part reduces the size the the stresses at the edge. ln

order to maintain force equilibrium in the y-direction, if the magnitude of the edge stress is reduced

then the location of the minimum must be moved away from the edge, which was noticed during

the course of this study (a shift from y= 5.96" to y= 5.95"). For the [0/90], larninate the average

stress at the edge was approximately 100 psi. Wang and Crossman3 predicted a maximum az stress

of 0.3xl0"x6„ psi. Fxpressing the edge stress in a similar form transforms into 0.29xl0°x«zU, which

results in a very good correlation.

The results discussed so far indicated larger stress distribution differences along the free edge. These

seemed to increase and become more marked with increasing hole diameter. When dealing with

larger hole sizes the edge stresses were found to fall below the value measured for the model with

no hole. This could only be explained if a stress redistribution occurred around the hole, thus un-

loading the straight edge. The results which have been obtained thus far are of a satisfactory

quality, since even for the most critical case the response was sufficiently clear. The comparison

of the responses for the various laminates should provide only very general guidelines about the

possible behavior of cross-ply larninates. Figure 34 shows the plot obtained for the [90/0]S lami-

nate. The edge stresses are somewhat smaller in absolute terms than those measured for the

laminate.

Chapter 5: Global-Local Analysis 7l
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However, the Variations at the edge are still large, with a minimum of -1600 psi increasing to-1080psi

at the edge (33% Variation). Also the location of the maximum is extremely close to that for

the [0/90]$ laminate (5.96"), the magnitude is slightly lower at 150 psi. All of these similarities with

the previous laminate could lead one to believe that all of the comments previously made for the

[0/90]S laminate were applicable. lt is reassuring also, to see how the stress lluctuations at the

interface smooth out when approaching the free edge. Wang and Crossman again report an edge °

stress of -0.35xl0°x6,,, whereas for the case at hand the edge stress was calculated to be -0.24xl0°x

6,,. The ditferences between these results are rather large and can be partly explained by the differ-

ences in the materials employed. Wang and Crossman further predict the peak away from the edge

to be approximately 14% of the full edge stress. This is in complete agreement with the results

obtained thus far.

When the plies were staggered, such as for the laminate, the resulting stresses were

found to be very much lower than when plies were clustered together. Figure 35 shows the re-

sponse obtained for the staggered laminate. The edge displayed a large Variation in stresses (22%),

however the location of the minimum was found to be much closer to the edge (5.97") than was
i

the case for the other two laminates, The resemblance which this plot bears to those discussed

previously leads to similar comments being applicable.

Thus it appears that cross-ply laminates as a family would all display very similar responses, and

would behave in the same general way in the presence of a circular aperture.

5.4. Hole Free Edge Problem a

Figure 36 is a typical representation of the local mesh used to analyze the stresses around the hole.
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Z
ln order to verify the convergence of the local problem, a preliminary analysis was performed on

alaminatedplate with a hole diameter equal to the laminate thickness. This problem is similar in

nature to the one analyzed by Dana". Also this run created the opportunity to perform a final

comparison between the results produced by the CSM Testbed and ANISAP. The Global two-

dimensional analysis was performed over the entire plate, then the local region was extracted and

analyzed again to produce the final solution around the hole. The plate geometry was the same

as that used in the previous section with the exceptions that the hole diameter was fixed at 0.l

inches, the characteristic local dimension ’A’ was assigned a value of 0.5 inches and the number of

spokes radiating from the center of the hole was selected to be 24.

When the results obtained with the CSM Testbed and ANISAF were compared, the solutions were

identical. Figure 37 depicts the dcformed mesh ofthe I.ocal model. The main direction of loading

is in the x-direction. Inspection of Figure 37 around the hole shows a large amount ofdeformation

occurring at the first ring of elements. The top layer displays a large Poisson deformation in the

2-direction. This should result in large interlaminar stresses close to the hole.

Figure 38 is a plot of nz versus 0, the angle is measured from the loading direction around the hole. I

It is of interest to note in Figure 38 that the transition from negative stress to positive occurs in the

second element around the hole somewhere closegfi, which rs in agreement with Figure 37
wheninspectedcloser. The far field stress was calculated to be 57667 psi. Figure 38 has a maximum

occurring at -3500 psi at the 0°/90° interface which corresponds to a stress ratio of 0.06. The

maximum stress at the midplane was predictqdiat 4000 which resulted in a stress ratio of 0.8.
ijThestress ratio is obtained by dividing the stress iniderwconsideration by the average applied stress.

l

The locations of 7/h correspond to: l. just above the midplane for Z/h= 0.jQtQOI4l, 2. .Iust below

the interface at Z/h = 0.Ill¤l2359, and 3. just above the interface for Z/h = 0Xlfl264l. Dana" reported

results to a similar problem with the maximum stress ratio found to be 0.25. —

Figures 39 and 40 are plots of ny versus 0 and ny versus 9. It is interesting how the two plots

complernent each other for the stresses at particular z positions. The direct comparison of Figure
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Figure 38. Sigma zz vs. theta for (0/90)s, d = 0.l"
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38, 39 and 40 for the analyses performed with the CSM Testbed and ANISAP gave identical curves.

Thus the final Verification was successful.

5.4.1. Location of the GlobaI—Local interface

The selection for the location of the interface was made based on the largest size hole chosen. Since

the maximum hole diameter analyzed was 6.0", the characteristic interface size A was fixed at 7.0".

This would allow enough distance between the edge of the 6.0" hole and the model boundary to

allow the stresses to develop completely. Also it was decided to maintain the value of A constant

in order not to bias the results of the various runs. lnitially it was decided that three rings of ele-

ments around the hole should be sufficient to model the stresses accurately. The width of the in·

nermost ring was set to be one fourth of the laminate thickness (0.025"), the middle ring was chosen

to have a width of three fourths of the laminate thickness (0.07S”). By means of these two rings

covering one laminate thickness away from the edge it was expected to determine the stresses

around the hole accurately. Various analyses were performed on this model by increasing the

number of elements around the hole. Fventually a satisfactory distribution was obtained when 48

spokes were used around the hole. The distribution of 6, versus H was acceptable but still very

coarse. it was speculated that by using the same total number of elements or even less but with a

better mesh a more accurate distribution could be obtained. l‘or this reason the number of rings -

was increased to four. The third ring had a width equal to the thickness of the laminate (0.l”). A

ürst run was performed with 32 spokes around the hole, this resulted in a distinctly more accurate

and smooth distribution (fig. 4l). Another computer run was performed with only 24 elements

around the hole.The distribution was still smooth but a definite loss in accuracy of the results was E

noted (fig. 42).

When the responses for 6, versus 0 and 6y versus 0 were inspected the same characteristics became

evident. Thus the final selection for the local model was made and it consisted of 4 rings and 32
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spokes with the interface parameter A set to 7". ()nly one eighth of the hole was actually modeled

by observing symmetry about all three planes.

5.4.2. Hole edge stresses

In order to draw a parallel between the interlaminar normal stress distribution at the straight free

edge and at the hole edge it was necessary to perform the analysis on problems similar to those

investigated in section 5.3.2.

Table 8. Summary of analyses performed on the hole free edge

Hole diameter [0/90'|_, [90/0], [0/90/0/90]_,
i _‘_

l” U
Yes No No

2" Yes No No

3" Yes No No

4" Yes Yo Nlo
S 5" Yes No No

6" Yes Yes Yes

Table R is very similar to Table 7 with the exception of the "no hole" case which would have no

meaning in this context. Due to the choice of the l„ocal mesh made in the previous section the

analysis had to solve a l29 element model. This required approximately 42 (ÖPU minutes on a

VAX ll/785, on the other hand the straight edge problem consisted of only 60 elements and re-

quired 26 (‘Pll minutes to execute on the same machine.

The results were plotted to show the stresses around the hole at the laminate midplane as well as

at. the Gauss points just below and just above the 0°-O0° interface. Plots were produced for the
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interlaminar normal stress versus the angle 6, but also for the normal inplane components versus i

the angle 9.

Again the discussion will first consider the results for the [0/90];; laminate. Figure 43 is a plot of

6, versus 9 for a hole diameter of l.0". The plot displays a large trough at —63° reaching a value

of -5000 psi at the midplane. The interface stresses are relatively small barely reaching -2000 psi.

All the curves are smooth within acceptable limits.

The 2.0" diameter hole causes the midplane oz around the aperture to vary more sharply at —66°,

attaining a minimum at -5500 psi (tig. 44). The distribution at the interface remained extremely

similar to the one obtained from the previous case.

The 3.0” aperture promotes a response which is nearly identical to that caused by the 2.0" hole (fig.

45). The only significant difference is the somewhat faster growth of cr, close to -90° Also the

interface stresses displayed a slight. increase in absolute magnitude. Figure 46 shows oz versus 9 for

the 4.0" hole. The maximum stress at the midplane displays a small decrease to -5000 psi occurring

at -69° The interface stresses are virtually unchanged from the previous case. _)

When the hole diameter is increased to 5.0" the midplane stress distribution remains virtually un-

changed (lig. Some small variations can be detected for the interface. 'lhe maximum has in-
7

creased psijwith a location of -84°.;/Finally Figure 48 shows the interlaminar normal stress U

distribution foäe 6.0" diameter hole?/Tihe midplane stress shows a slight loss, with the peak

de-creasingto -4500 Psi and the location shifting to -78° The interface stresses remained very similar

to those obtained from the previous analysis.

Tang” performed analyses on Boron/Epoxy laminated plates with a hole. The hole diameter to

laminate thickness ratio was 16.0. The results published quoted the maximum 6, to occur at 75° .

with a stress ratio of 0.25 at the midplane. The shape of the distribution was in many ways similar

to that obtained in the present study, one large peak close to 90° decreasing slowly towards 0°.

Rybicki3‘ as well analyzed a Boron/Epoxy [0/90]S plate with a hole, the hole diameter to laminate
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thickness ratio in this case was 0.8224. The maximum was noted to occur close to 50° with a stress

ratio of 0.15. The stress ratio obtained during the course of the present investigation was calculated

to be 0.08 for the 6.0” hole. A close comparison of the results provided by Tang35 and Rybickiw

show very little resemblance in the stress distributions even with material systems which should be

similar. ln other words a comparison of the stress fields around a hole can only be compared to

the extent of the relative orders of magnitude and possibly the general shape of the distribution.

The interlaminar normal stress distributions obtained for the [0/90]S laminate show little variation

with increasing hole size, this could suggest that within the limits of this investigation the response

is relatively insensitive to the hole diameter if such diameter falls within a range of 10 to 60 laminate

thicknesses.

The results obtained for the [90/0]q laminate with a 6.0” diameter hole presented smaller stresses

(fig. 49). The midplane distribution peaked at 3200 psi at 90“, the interface stresses reached a

maximum of 1500 psi at 75°.

Tangs, and Schmueserw published results pertaining to a [90/0]S Boron/lipoxy laminate with a

hole. Tang predictcd a maximum midplane stress at 90" with a stress ratio of 0.3, Sclunueser also

predicted a maximum at 90° with a stress ratio of 0.26, the stress ratio for the present study was

found to be 0.06. Considering that the material systems used by Tang and Schmueser were very

different from the one employed in this investigation, the correlation of the results was very en-

couraging.

i

Dana" analyzed thick laminated plates with holes. The laminates were considered thick because

the hole diameter was of the same order of magnitude as the laminate thickness. Also Dana used

Boron/Tipoxy as a material system. The results published included the analysis of a [90/0]$ lami-

nate with hole diameter 10 times the laminate thickness. lf the assertion of the indifference of hole

dia.meter to stress distribution is correct, then the results presented by Dana for this particular case

should be comparable to those obtained in the study. The oz distribution presented by Dana
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reached a maximum at 0° with a stress ratio of 0. l 5. The shape of the distribution was in complete

disagreement with the one obtained in the study, as well as the location of the maximum (90°).

The magnitude (0.06) was certainly comparable and represented the best correlation obtained thus

far. However there is a large disagreement in the distribution between the results obtained by Dana

and those of Tang. There is reason to find Tang’s results more probable due to a number of defi-

ciencies found in Dana’s investigation. The use of three elements through the thickness with the

24 node element provided a modelling of the edge effects which was not as accurate as it could have

been by using four elements per lamina thickness, as was concluded in Chapter 4. Also, the model

Dana used produced only 7 data points to plot the results over 90°.

Figure 50 shows the interlaminar normal stress distribution for the [0/90/0/90} laminate with a 6.0"

diameter hole. The effect of staggering the plies becomes evident. The maximum at the midplane

shows a decrease from -4500 psi to -3200 Psi when compared to the results for the [0/90}. The

interface stresses are very nearly 0 psi everywhere except for a peak at -90" which reaches -2300 psi.

Inspection of the plots obtained for the normal inplane stresses around the hole tend to support the —

insensitivity of the response to the hole size. Figure 5l shows typical plots for both components

of stress. The plots obtained at various hole sizes are extremely similar for the [0/90} laminate as

well as for the [90/0} and the [0/90/0/90} .

5.5. Discussion

By inspecting Figure 52, the deformed global model, it is possible to notice that the necessary

symmetry of displacements about the lines x= 9.0 in. and y= 6.0 in. (global coordinates) are satis-

fied as well as the intuitive deformed shape of the model.
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Although this would seem the least to be expected, when the model was analyzed with the E438

two·dimensional hybrid formulation element, the resulting deformed mesh was found to be un-

symmetrical and the results were completely unsatisfactory. This brought to evidence the limita-

tions of the E43 element which operated satisfactorily for regular slightly deformed models, but

could not model the correct behavior of highly distorted element geometries. For this reason the

EX4l experimental elementw was employed. '

The two )docal regions under consideration could possibly exercise a large influence over each other.

For this/reason the results obtained for each model need to be discussed as a ’local pair", instead

of restricting the results to each specific region. Thus it is necessary to look at the results obtained

from both regions simultaneously, in order to give a valid representation of the effects noted during

the course of the investigation.

When inspecting the stress state around the hole it is necessary to consider the midplane distribution

only, since all the straight edge results are presented for the midplane only. The value of 6 = -90°

coincides with the global line x= 9.0" which is the plane of symmetry used by the straight edge
1

model (local x= OO") (fig. 22).

A close inspection of the results revealed certain trends when the diameter of the hole in the plate

was increased. liiirst at the straight edge the stresses displayed an increasing disparity at the edge

with increasing hole size. The decrease in stresses was noticed to increase with closeness to the

plane of symmetry (local x = (HI"). Second, the hole edge stresses displayed a curve covering more

area for small hole diameters, peaking at -65". The stresses were negligible only at 0° and —90°.

With larger hole diameters a shift of the curve towards —90° was noticed, also the distribution was

found to enclose less area than for smaller holes. At maximum diameter the curve was essentially
T

zero from -40° to 0°, peaking at approximately -80°. These comments were found to be applicable

for all the laminates under consideration.
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1
1lt was not feasible to infer if the stresses at the straight edge and at the hole exercised influence over I

each other. To possibly get an indication of such behavior it would be necessary to analyze a case
where the hole diameter was smaller than the plate width only by a few larrrinate thicknesses. ln
this marmer it would be possible to investigate the interaction between the edge stresses and the
hole stresses. All the cases analyzed in this study had at least 30 laminate thicknesses distance be-
tween the straight and hole edges. It would seem unlikely that any stress interaction could possibly
occur at such a large distance.

An important note must be made to the effect that the laminates considered in this study are all
to thick laminates. All the investigations which have been performed with finite

elements up tomdateilrave considered thick laminates (l„in3“, \Vang et al.3 and Griffinzg). This as-
sumption results in simpler models because by using a thick laminate a much less fine mesh needs
to be used in order to satisfy the side—to—thickness element ratio limitation. Ilowever the use of
laminates with thicknesses of 0.5" is unrealistic, whereas laminate thickrresses of 0. l ” are the correct
order of magnitude for everyday applications. The other factor which makes the present study
unique in finite elements is the analysis of laminated plates with a hole diameter many times larger “
that the total laminate thickness, all of the research perfomred earlier was for hole diameters close
to the laminate thickness (l)ana32,Rybicki et al.33), which again have very limited applications.

Figure 53 is a plot of nz at the 90°/0° interface close to the straight edge. This plot represents the
response of the [0/90]S laminate with a 6” diameter hole. The maximum (650 psi) was found to

hi

be much lower than all the maxima predicted at the midplane. The shape ofthe distribution was
similar to that obtained at the midplane but some disturbances were much more evident.

1The distribution of the interlaminar normal stress through the halfthickness of the [0/90]; laminate , 1
is shown in Figure 54. lt is plotted at the straight edge. lt is reassuring to see how the nz stresses I
are smaller in the 0° layer than in the 90° layer. This is in accordance with the results predicted by Ithe plot shown in Figure 53. lt is noteworthy also the fact that the interlaminar normal stressap-I
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Iproaches 0 psi close to the top surface of the laminate. This is an essential condition for main- Itaining equilibxium.
I

5.6. Corzclusion

The interlaminar normal stress distribution around the hole was found to be insensitive to a large
extent to changes in hole diameter within the constraints of the cases analyzed. The interlaminar
normal stress at the stra.ight edge was a.lso fairly insensitive to the presence of a hole in the plate.
This conclusion is supported by previous work performed by Griffin et al". No indication was
found to support the possihility of the stresses at the edge and hole influencing each other. The
maximum interlaminar normal stress at the edge was found to occur at the midplane and not at the
interface. Also, t.he cquilibrium condition of 6, = 0.0 psi at the top surface seemed to be satisfied.

When modeling the edge of the hole, the innermost ring of elements had a very distorted and ex- ltreme geometry. 'Ihese elements had a thickness of 0.0l25"’ a width of 0.025" and a maximum
length of approximately l.6" for the case of 24 elements around the hole. The elements have a
rather large curvature which causes to the interpolating functions difficulties in accommodating the
inherent displacements. To solve the problem it was necessary to increase the parameter
NSPOKES in the CSM] processor. __

I
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.Chapter 6: Conclusron to the study

The purpose of this study was to obtain some first hand experience at applying the Global-Local
technique to laminated plates. The accuracy of the results was not considered a critical issue since
the results could be improved drastically by considering finer meshes, but this would have resulted
in a much more expensive investigation, with questionable cost-effectiveness of the results.

The application of the Global-local technique proved to be very successful once basic rules are ~
followed. These are:

l. The Global analysis needs to be acceptably accurate although there is no need
for a very fine mesh since the boundary conditions which will be applied at
the interface will be taken from regions with relatively uniform stress fields. -

2. The location of the interface is not extremely critical as long as some a priori
knowledge of the stress distribution in the area of interest exists.

3. The Local model can be made as large as the accuracy of the results demand. .
llowever with proper mesh design the size of the model can be kept to a
minimum. It is in the best interest of the user to specify as many boundary
conditions as possible in order to prevent the the finite element code from
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having to reealculate those quantities. This is most important especially when

performing three—dimensional analyses.

Global-Local analyses, if performed correctly, can drastically improve the efficiency of structural

computer analysis as well as providing sizeable savings by preventing expensive analyses from being

performed on non~critical regions.

The specific model analyzed in this study provided significant results without the need to perfomr

a full three-dimensional analysis over the entire plate. It should be noted that use of the Global-

Local methodology made the analysis of a thin laminated plate possible. The three-dimensional

finite element analysis of laminated plates had always been restricted to thick laminates because the

limitations in resources always forced the analysts to solve the unrealistic problem of a thick lami-

nated plate. llowever, by the use of the Global-Local method it was possible to tailor the problem

size in relation to the accuracy required, and more speeifically to model thin laminated plates.

During the investigation it was found that the SRI and E43 elements from the CSM Testbed per-

formed very poorly. Experimental elements were used to substitute these elements during the

analysis.

('hapter 6: Conclusion to the study I05
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Appendix A. FORTRAN Listing for Element
Routmes

C= DUCK KUXPE
C= PUR POSE NICU/SPAR UxperimentaI·Ulement processor forC = PURPOSU l6,2(I, 24 and 32 node VPI—3d elemntsC = AUTIIOR M. A. Vidussoni
C = VURSION sept I987
C= I3I,,()CK USAGUC 'C CALL KUXPU( MAIOR, MINOR, NUN, NDOU, P, X, TUG, IM, K, R. C, I)C
C I N P U T
C
C MAJOR First part of element type code (NUN = 4,9, I6)C MINUR Second part of element type code (()PT= I--9)C NEN Number of element nocles (4,9, I6)C NI)()I’ Number of degrees-of·freedom per node (6)C P(l5) Ulement material properties and integration lev __C X(3,NUN) Ulement nodal coordinates (in ”U" basis)C TI€G(3,3) Transformation from global to element basisC IM Material reference frame index:C 0 = > x_matl is parallel to x_l (lamina basis)C I = > x_matl is parallel to x_gC 2 = > x_matl is parallel to y_gC 3 = > x_matl is parallel to z_gC

C () U T P U T
.C

C K(Nl)()ll,ND()F,NSM) lilement material stiffness matrix basisC (NSM = NUN * (NUN+ I) / 2)C R(NS,NUU) Mechan. stress recovery matrixC C(NUIl,N(_)) Thermal force influence matrix (not implem.)C I)(NS,NQ) Thermal stress recovery matrix (not implem.)
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C
C = END USAGE
C = BLOCK FORTRAN
CSFORTRAN
C
C

SUBROUTINE KEXPE (MA.IOR,MINOR,NND,NDF,P,X,teg,SREF,AK,R,A1,A2)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREClSION(A-II,O—Z)
INTEGER MAJOR,MINOR,NND,Nl),NDF,SREF
DOUBLE PRECISION COORI)(6),WElGIIT(6),C(3,32,80),D(6,6)
DOUBLE PRECISl()N EI.,XYZ(32,3)
COMMON/GPN1/II(48),WXSI(6),WETA(6),WRI-IO(6),XSI(6),ETA(6),R1I()(6)
COMMON/GPN2/EN(48,32),INTXSI,INTETA,INTR}IO
C()MMON/IDAT/NNOD,NDOF,NGAUSS
real R(162,60),Al(96,l),A2(6,1)
double precision AK(3,3,528)
REAL P(15),X(3,*),TEG(3,3),teta,dteta,dphi
INTEGI = IFIX(P( 14))
INTEG2 = IFIX(1’( 15))
INTXSI = INTEGI
INTETA = INTEGI
INTRIIO = INTEG2
IF (NI)F.NE.3) STOP 1
IF (MlNOR.NE.NNl)) ST()P 2
IF (MINOR.EO.l6) NN()D= 16
IF (MINOREQ.20) NNOD= 20
IF (MINOREO.24) NNOl)= 24
IF (MINOREO.32) NNOD= 32
ND()F = 3*NNOl)
NGAUSS = INTEG l *IN'l'EGI *INTE(i2
XX = X(l,7)/2.0
YY= X(2,7)/2.0 ‘
ZZ = X(3,7)/2.0
DO 50l=1,MlNOR

I Iil,XYZ(I,l)=db1e(X(l,i))
ELX YZ(l,2) = db1e(X(2,i))
ELXYZ(I,3) =dh1e(X(3,i))

50 CONTINUE
pi = 3. 141592654
teta = acos(teg( 1,1))
if((teg(1,1).ge.0.0).:md.(teg( l,2).ge.0.0)) f1ag= 1.0 ..
if((teg(1,l).lt.0.0).and.(teg( l,2).ge.0.0)) f1ag= 1.0
if((teg(1,1).ge.0.0).and.(teg(l,2).1t.0.0)) 1lag= -1.0
if((teg(l,l).lt.0.0).and.(teg( l,2).1t.0.0)) flag= -1.0
teta = teta*fIag
diem =teta*180/pi

c this is the geometric value of phi different from p(l1) liber
c value of phi

phi = sngl(p( 12))
dphi = sng1(p( 12))* 1 80/pi ,
write(6, 198) dteta,dphi

198 f0rmat(tl0,f10.4)
c

CALL GC()()RD(CO()RI),WEl(}lIT,I,lNTEGl)
D() ll l=l,INTEG1

XSI(l) = COORD(1)
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ETA(I) = C()ORD(I) ,WXSI(I) = WEIGIIT(I)
lWETA(I) = WEIGII'I“(I)II CONTINUE TCALL GCOORD(C()OR I),WEIGI IT, I ,INTEG2)DO I2 I= I,INTEG2

RI·IO(I) = COORD(I)
WRI·IO(I)= WEIGI·IT(I)I2 CONTINUEC

IP(NNOD.EQ.I6) CALL GPN16
IF(NNOD.EQ.20) CALL GPN20 ·IF(NNOD.EQ.24) CALL GPN24
IF(NNOI).EQ.32) CALL GPN32C
IE(NNOD.EQ.I6) CALL DNI6 (C)
IE(NNOD.EQ.20) CALL DN20 (C)
IF(NNOD.EQ.24) CALL DN24 (C)
II’(NNOD.EO.32) CALL DN32 (C)C

CALL DMAT (P,I),tcta)
CALL ELKAY (I),EI,XY7,ak,C,R,tcta,phi)RETURNENDCC CALCULATES WEIGIITS AND GAUSS POINT COORI)INATESC IN XSI - ETA - RIIO SPACE C()RRESPONDING TO TIIE CII()SENC ORDER Oli INTEGRATIONC

SUBROUTINE GC()ORI)(COORD,WI?IGIIT,NCAI,I,,INTEG)IMPLICIT DOUBLE I’RE(TISION(A—II,O—Z)
DOUBLE PRECISI()N C()ORD(6),WEIGIIT(6) ·IF(INTEG.EO.2) GO TO 20
IE(INTEG.EQ.3) GO T() 30
II’(INTEG.EO.4) G() T() 40
II’(INTEG.EO.5) G() TO 50
II"(INTEG.E().6) G() TO 60C

C()()RD(I) = 0.0
WEIGIIT(l) = 2.0GO TO I0 ___20 CONTINUEC
II*(NCALL.EO.2) G() T() 35
COORD( I) = -.577350269 I 89626
C()()RI)(2) = .577350260 I 89626
WEIGIIT(I)= I.0
WEIGIIT(2)= I.0GO TO I035 CONTINUE _C

C()ORD( I) = —.577350269 I 89626
COORI)(2)= .577350269I89626GO T() I030 CONTINUEC
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1F(NCALL.EQ.2) G() TO 70
C()ORD(1)= -.774596669241483
COORD(2)= 0.0
COORD(3)= 774596669241483
WEIG1IT(1)= .5555555555555556
WEIGHT(2)= 8888888888888889
WEIGHT(3)= .5555555555555556
GO TO 10

70 CONTINUE
C

COORD(l)= -.577350269189626
COORD(2)= 0.
COORD(3)= 577350269189626
GO TO 10

40 CONTINUE
C

117(NC/\1.,L.13O.2) GO TO 90
COORI)(1) = -.861136311594053
CO()R1)(2)= -.339981043584856
COOR1)(3)= 339981043584856
CO()RD(4) = .861136311594053
W1i1G1I'1“( 1) = 347854845137454
W1Z1G11T(2)= 652145154862546
WE1G11T(3)= 652145154862546
WE1G11T(4)= 347854845137454
GO TO 10

90 (IONTINUE
COOR1)(1) = -1.0
COOR1)(2) = —.33333333333333
(Ü()OR1)(3) = .33333333333333
COOR1)(4) = 1.0
GO TO 10

50 (IONTINUIZ
(I

1F(NC/\1..1,.1iO.2) GO T() 55
COOR1)(1)= 0906179845938664
CO()RD(2)= -0.538569310105683
COOR1)(3)= 0.000()00000000000
COORD(4)= 0538569310105683
COORD(5)= 0906179845938664W1i1G11'1°(1)=0236926885056189W1i1G11T(2)=

O.478628670499366
WE1GI1T(3)= O.568888888888889
WE1Gl1T(4)= 0478628670499366

0.236926885056l89
G() '1"0 10

55 CONTINUE
(Ä

CO()R1)(1)= -1.00
COORD(2)= -0.50
(“OOR1)(3)= 0.00
£.1OR1)(4)= 0.50
(ZOOR1)(5)= 1.00
GO T() 10

60 C()NT1NUE
(I
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1F(NCALI.,.EQ.2) GO TO 65

COORD(1)= -0.932469514203152
COORD(2)= -0.661209386466265
COORD(3)= 0238619186083197
COORD(4)= 0.2386191860R3197
COORD(5)= 0661209386466265
COORD(6)= 0.932469514203l52
WEIG11T(1)= 0.171324492379170
WE1G11T(2)= 0.360761573048139
WE1G11T(3)= 0467913934572691
WE1G11T(4) = 0.467913934572691
WEIGHT(5)= 0.360761573048139
WE1G11T(6) = 0.171324492379170
G() TO 10

65 CONTINUE
C

COORD(1)= -1.00
COORD(2)= -0.60
COOR1)(3)= -0.20
C()OR1)(4)= 0.20
COOR1)(5)= 0.60
COORD(6)= 1.00

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C ***** 16 NODE ELEMENT ****
C
C

SUBROUTINE GPN16
IMl’LICl'1” DOUBLE PREClS1()N(A-1I,O-Z)
COMMON/GPN1/11(48),WXSI(6),WETA(6),WR1·lO(6),XS1(6),ETA(6),R110(6)
C()MMON/(}1’N2/EN(48,32),1NTXSLINTET/\,1NTR11()
FOR = .2500
ATE= .1250
1)() 10 1=1,lNTR1IO
DO 10 .1= 1,1NTXS1
DO 10 K= 1,INTETA
N= lN'llXSl*IN'TE'l~^*(l·l)*1*TNVTTETATU-1) + K
11(N) = WR1lO(1)*WXS1(.1)*WE'l“A(K)
R11= R110(1)
XS = XS1(.1)
ET = ETA(K)
XS2= XS*XS
ET2= ET*ET
EN(N,1)= /\'1'E*( R11 -1)*( ET -1)*( XS -1)*( ET + XS +1)
EN(N,12)= 1*OR*( R11 -1)*( XS -1)*(1— E'1'2)
EN(N,4 )= ATE*( R11 -1)*( ET +1")*( XS -1)*( ET- XS -1)
EN(N,11)= -FOR*( R11 -1)*( ET +1)*(1- XS2)
EN(N,3 )= /\TE*( R11 -1)*( ET +1)*( XS +1)*( —ET - XS +1)
EN(N,10)= -FOR*( R11 -1)*( XS +1)*(1- ET2)
EN(N,2 )= /\T1i"‘( R11 -1)*( ET -1)*( XS +1)*(-ET + XS -1)
EN(N,9 )= FOR*( R11 -1)*( ET -1)*(1- XS2)
EN(N,5 )= A'1‘E*( R11 +1)*(E"1'-1)*( XS -1)*( —ET — XS -1)
EN(N,16)= -FOR*( R11 +1)*( XS -1)*(1- ET2)
EN(N,8 )= ATE*( R11 + 1)*( ET + 1)*( XS -1)*( —ET + XS +1)
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EN(N,15)= FOR*( R11 +1)*( ET +1)*(1- XS2)
EN(N,7 )= ATE*( RH +1)*( XS +1)*( ET +1)*( ET + XS -1)
EN(N,14)= FOR*( R11 +1)*( XS +1)*(1- ET2)
EN(N,6 )= ATE*( R11 + 1)*( ET —1)*( XS +1)*( ET — XS +1)
EN(N,13)= -FOR*( R11 + 1)*( ET —1)*(1- XS2)

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C ***** 16 N()DE ELEMENT ****
C

SUBROUTINE DN16 (C)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREC1SION(A-1·1,0—Z)
COMMON/GPN1/11(48),WXSI(6),WETA(6),WR110(6),XSI(6),ETA(6),RHO(6)
COMMON/GPN2/EN(48,32),INTXSI,INTETA,1NTR11()

C
DOUBLE PRECISION C(3.32,80)

C
TWO= .5000
FOR = .2500
ATE= .1250
DO 10 I=1,1N'1'R11()
DO 10 J=1,1N'1'XS1
DO 10 K= 1,1NTETA
N= 1NTXS1*lNTF.TA"‘(1—1)+INTET/\*(.l—1) + K
11(N) = WR11()(1)*WXS1(.l)*WETA(K)
R11= R110(1)
XS=XS1(.1)
ET= F.TA(K)
XS2= XS*XS
ET2 = ET*ET

C
*++4-*+4-*+4-+++++¤|¤+¤|¤*¤|¤-1¤·1¤¤l¤¤I¤4·+¤l¤-1-1-+++ ·

_

C DERIVATIVES W1T11 RES1’EC'1'TO XS1:
C

C(1,1 ,N)= ATE*( R11 -1)*( ET-1)*( ET + 2*XS)
C(1,12,N)= 1’OR*( R11 —1)*(1- ET2)
C(1,4 ,N)= ATE*( R11 ·1)*( ET+ 1)*( ET—2*XS)
C(1,11,N)= TWO*( R11 —1)*( ET+ 1)* XS
C(1,3 ,N)= /\TE*( R11 -1)*( ET+1)*(—E'1'—2*XS)
C(1,10,N)= -FOR*( R11 -1)*(1-ET2)
C(1,2 ,N)= ATF*( R11 -l)*( ET—1)*(—ET +2*XS)
C(1,9 ,N)= —TW()*( R11 —1)*( E'1‘—1)* XS

I

C(1,5 ,N)= ATE*( R11 + 1)*( ET—1)*(—ET -2*XS )
C(1,16,N)= -FOR*( R11 +1)*(1- ET2)
C(1,8 ,N)= ATE*( R11 +1)*(E'1'+1)*(—E'1’ + 2*XS)
(T(l,15,N)= -'1"W()*( R11 + 1)*( E'1”+ 1)* XS
C(1,7 ,N)= ATE*( R11 +1)*( ET+1)*(_ 1%'1'+ 2*XS)
C(1,14,N)= FOR*( R11 +1)*(1—ET2)
C(1,6 ,N)= A'1'E*( R11 + 1)*( ET-1)*( ET-2*XS )
C(1,13,N)= TWO*( R11 +1)*(ET·1)* XS

CC
DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT T() ETA:

C
C(2,1 ,N)= ATE*( R11 -1)*( XS -1)*( XS + 2*ET)
C(2,12,N)= —TWO*( R11 -1)*( XS -1)* ET
C(2,4 ,N)= ATE*( R11 -1)*( XS -1)*(-XS + 2*ET)
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C(2,11,N)= -FOR*( RH -1)*(1— XS2)
C(2,3 ,N)= ATE*( RH -1)*( XS + l)*(-XS -2*ET)
C(2,l0,N)= TWO*( RII —1)*( XS + 1)* ET
C(2,2 ,N)= ATE*( RII —1)*( XS +1)*( XS -2*ET)
C(2,9 ,N)= FOR*( RH -1)*(1~ XS2)
C(2,5 ,N)= ATE*( RII +1)*( XS —l)*(-XS -2*ET)
C(2,16,N)= TWO*( RH +1)*( XS -1)* ET
C(2,8 ,N)= ATE*( RH +1)*( XS -l)*(XS -2*ET)
C(2,15,N)= FOR*( RII +1)*(1-XS2)
C(2,7 ,N)= ATE*( RH + 1)*( XS +1)*(XS + 2*ET)

RH +1)*( XS + 1)* ET
C(2,6 ,N)= ATE*( RH + I)*( XS + I)*(-XS + 2*ET)
C(2,13,N)= -FOR*( RH + 1)*(1-XS2)

C +++*1+·l¤¤l¤=l¤¤l¤+¤l¤¤l¤=l¤=l¤=l¤¤|¤=l¤¤l¤¤l¤¤l¤#=*¤l¤¤l¤¤l¤¤l¤=l¤¤l¤*=l¤¤l==l¤
C DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO RH():
C

C(3,1 ,N)= ATE*( Il'I‘—1)*( XS —1)*( ET+ XS + 1 )
C(3,12,N)= FOR*( XS -1)*(1- ET2)
C(3,4 ,N)= A'1°E*(ET+1)*( XS -1)*( ET- XS - 1 )
C(3,11,N)= -FOR*( 1.iT+ 1)*(1- XS2)
C(3,3 ,N)= ATE*( FXI'+ I)*( XS + 1)*(— ET- XS + 1 )
C(3,10,N)= —FOR*( XS +1)*(1- ET2)
C(3,2 ,N)= A'1'Ii*( li'1'—1)*( XS +1)*(— E'l'+ XS - 1 )
C(3,9 ,N)= l’OR*( ET-1)*(1— XS2)
C(3,5 ,N)= A'IS'E*( ET—l)*( XS -1)*(- ET- XS - 1 )
C(3,16,N)= -I’OR*( XS -1)*(1- ET2)
C(3,8 ,N)= ATE*( E'l'+ I)*( XS -l)*(— ET+ XS + 1 )
C(3,15,N)= FOR*( E'I‘+ 1)*(1— XS2)
C(3,7 ,N)= /\"l“E*( ET + I)*( XS +1)*( ET+ XS — 1‘)
C(3,l4,N)= I’()R*( XS + 1)*(I- ET2)
C(3,6 ,N)= ATE*( ET-1)*( XS + 1)*( ET- XS + 1 )
C(3,13,N)= ~FOR*( ET-1)*(1— XS2) ‘

10 CONTINIIE
RETURN
END

C
C ***** 20 NODE ELEMENT ****
C

SUBROUTINE GPN20
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,()-Z)
(.‘()1\/IMON/GPN 1/1l(4R),WXSI(6),WE'I“A(6),WRI1()(6),XS1(6),FT/\(6),R1IO(6) .-
COM1\/ION/GPN2/FN(48,32),lNTXSI,IN'l'ETA,lN'I‘RIIO

FOR = .25()0
A'I'E= .1250
DO 10I=1,lNTRH()
DO 10 .|= l,INTXS1
DO 10 K= 1,IN'I“ET/\
N= INTXSI*INTETA*(l-1)+IN'I”ETA*(.I-1) + K
II(N) = WRIIO(I)*WXSl(.I)*WF,T/\(K)
RH= RIlO(l) .
XS= XSl(.I)
ET= ET/\(K)
EN(N,I)= A'I‘E*(1—FT)*(1-XS)*(1-RII)*(-XS-ET-RlI·2)
EN(N,2)= A'1'I€*(1—ET)*(1 + XS)*(1-RII)*( XS-ET-RH—2)
lEN(N.3) = /\'1'IE*( 1 + E'I')*(1+ XS)*(l-RII)*( XS + E'l‘~RH-2)
EN(N,4)= A'l'E*(1+·E'l")*(1-XS)*(1-RIl)*(-XS+ ET—RIl-2)
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EN(N,5)= ATE*(1-ET)*(1·XS)*(1+ RII)*(-XS-ET+ RII-2) 1
EN(N,6) = ATE*(1-ET)*(1+ XS)*(1+ RlI)"'( XS-lTT+ RII-2)
EN(N,7) = ATE*(1 + ET)*(1+ XS)*(1+ RH)*( XS + 1TT+ RII-2)
EN(N,8) = ATE*(1+ E'I’)*(1—XS)*(1 + RH)*(-XS + ITT+ RII-2)
lTN(N,9)= }TOR*(1—R}I*RII)*(1-XS)*(1-ITT)
EN(N,10)= FOR"‘(1-RII"‘RH)*(l+XS)*(1-ET)
EN(N,11)= ITOR"'(1-RH*RII)"'(1+XS)*(1+ET)
EN(N,12)= FOR*(1-RII*RII)*(1-XS)*(l+E"I‘)
EN(N,13)= FOR*(1-XS*XS)*(1-I:TT)*(1-RH)
EN(N,l4)= FOR*(l—IET*ET)*(1+XS)*(1-RII)
EN(N,I5)= ITOR*(1-XS*XS)*(1+ET)*(l-RII)
EN(N,I6)= FOR*(1—ET*ET)*(1—XS)*(1-RH)

‘

EN(N,17) = FOR*(1—XS*XS)*(1—ET)*(l + RH)
EN(N,18) = ITOR*(l-[iT*ET)*(l + XS)"'(1+ RH)
EN(N,19) = FOR*(l-XS*XS)*(1+ ET)*(1+ RI·I)
EN(N,20) = FOR*(1—IT'I’*I·TT)*(1—XS)*(1+ RH)

10 CONTINUIT
RITTURN
ITNI)

C
C "'**** 20 NODE ITLITMITNT ****
C TO CAI.(“IILA'l‘IT 'I'IIlT C MATRIX
C

SUI3ROU'I'INli DN20 (C)
IMPLICIT I)OUBI„Ii I’RITCISI()N(A-II,O-Z)
COMMON/GPN1/II(4R),WXSl(6),WITTA(6),WRIlO(6),XSI(6),I3TA(6),RIIO(6)
COMMON/GI’N2/ITN(4R,32),lNTXSI.INTlT'l‘A,I1\1TRIIO

C
DOUBI,lT PRITCISION (f(3,32,80)

C
C

I’OR= .2500
ATIT= .1250
I)() 10 I=1,lN'I'RII() ‘
DO 10 .I= 1,INTXSl
DO 10 K= 1,IN'l‘liTA
N= INTXSI*INTl3TA*(I—1)+lNTITTA*(J-1) + K
II(N) = WRIIO(I)*WXSI(.l)*WETA(K)
RII=RIIO(I)
XS=XSI(.l)
ITT = ITTA(K)

C DITRIVATIVBS WITH RITSPECT TO XSI:
C

C(l,1,N) = ATE*(lTT + XS + RII + 2)*(IiT—l)*(RII-1)
# + ATIT*(FT-1)*(XS-1)*(RII-1)
C(1,2,N) = -ATIi*(I%'I‘—XS + RII + 2)*(I€'I‘—1)*(RII-1)

# + ATlT*(lTT—1)*(XS + 1)*(Rll-1)
C(1,3,N) = —ATIT*(I€T + XS-RII—2)*(IT'I‘ + 1)*(RH-1)

# - A'I’I3*([T'l“ + 1)*(XS + l)*(RII-1)
C(l,4,N) = ATlT*(ITT-XS—RII-2)*(ITT + 1)"'(RlI-1)

# - ATI’,*(BT + 1)*(XS-l)*(RII—1)
C(1,S,N) = -ATlT*(ITT + XS-RII + 2)*(lTT-1)*(RII + 1)

# — A'I’IT*(ITT—1')*(XS-1)*(RII + 1)
C(1,6,N) = A'1Ti*(Ii'I'—XS-RII + 2)*(lTT—1)*(RII + l)

# - A'l‘l€*(l€T—l)*(XS + l)*(RII + 1)
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C(1,7,N) = AT1E*(ET + XS + R11-2)*(E'1” + l)*(R11 4- I)
‘

# + ATE/"(13T + I)*(XS + l)*(R11 4- I) I
C(I,8,N) = -ATE*(E'1‘-XS + R11—2)*(13T + I)*(R11 + I) '

# + A'1”E*(1iT + 1)*(XS-I)"‘(R11 4- 1) '
C(1,9,N) = -FOR*(1i'1‘—1)*(R11*"'2-I) I
C(1,10,N) = F()R*(ET-1)*(R1{**2-1)
C(1,11,N) = -FOR*(ET + l)*(R1I**2-1)
C(1,12,N) = FOR*(ET + I)*(R11**2-1)
C(l,13,N) = -XS*FOR*(ET-1)*(R11-1)*2
C(1,l4,N) = F()R*(E'1”**2-1)*(R1·l—l)
C(1,l5,N) = XS*FOR*(ET + 1)*(R1l-1)*2
C(1,16,N) = -F()R*(Er1°**2-1)*(R11-1)
C(1,17,N) = XS*FOR*(ET-l)"‘(R11 + 1)*2
C(1,18,N) = —F()R*(1E”1‘**2—1)*(R1·1 + 1)
C(l,l9,N) = ·XS*F()R*(ET + 1)*(RH + 1)*2
C(1,20,N) = F()R*(ET**2—1)*(R11 + 1)

C ++++4-++++«--I--I+·„+++++++++++++»-++++
C DERIV/\T1V1iS W1”l”11 R1]S1’1€C'l” '1‘(1) ETA:
C

XS + R11 + 2)*(XS-I)*(R11—1)
# 4- AT1T*(E'1‘-1)*(XS-1)*(R11-1)
C(2,2,N) = ·^'l«1iI*(1I'l1·XS + R11 + 2)*(XS 4- 1)*(R11-I)

# ~/\”1‘E*(1i'1”·l)*(XS + 1)*(R11-1)
C(2,3,N) = -ATl1*(1I'l1 + XS-R11~2)*(XS + 1)*(R1·1-1)

# -/\'1'E*(E”1” 4- 1)*(XS + I)*(R11-1)
C(2,4,N) = ATE*([€'1”·XS—R11-2)*(XS-1)*(R11—1)

# + /\'l‘1E*(1i'1‘ + I)*(XS·1)*(R11-I)
C(2,5,N) = -AT1€*(FÜl‘ + XS-R11 + 2)*(XS-l)*(R11 + I)

# —A'1'E*(E'1‘-1)*(XS-1)*(R1-1 + I)
C(2,6,N) = /\'1‘E‘l'(lÄ'1‘-XS-R11 + 2)*(XS 4- 1)"'(R11 4- I)

# + A'1‘E*(E'1‘—1)*(XS + 1)*(RI1 + I)
C(2,7,N) = A'1”E*(E'1‘ + XS + RH-2)*(XS + 1)*(R1I + I)

# + ATE*(1iT + 1)*(XS + I)"‘(R1l + 1)
(“(2,R,N) == -^'l.11„*(l‘1'li'-XS 4 R11—2)*(XS—1“)*(R11 + I)

# -/\'l"1i"'(1€'1‘ 4 I)*(XS—I)*(R11 + 1)
C(2,9,N) = ·1i()R*(XS-l)*(R11**2-1)
C(2,10,N) = F()R*(XS + 1)*(R11**2—1)
C(2,11,N) = —F()R*(XS + 1)*(R1·1**2-1)
C(2,12,N) = F()R*(XS-1)*(R11**2-1)
C(2,13,N) = -FOR*(XS**2-1)*(R11-1)
C(2,14,N) = 1€T*1i()R*(XS + 1)*(Rl1-1)*2
C(2,15,N) = F()R*(XS**2-l)*(R11-1)
C(2,16,N) = -E”l”*F()R*(XS·1)*(R11-1)*2
C(2,17,N) = F()R*(XS**2-1)"'(R11 + 1)
C(2,18,N) = -1i”l‘*1’()R*(XS + 1)*(R11 + 1)*2
C(2,I9,N) = —F()R*(XS**2-I)*(R11 4- I)
C(2,20,N) = 1€T*F()R*(XS—1)*(R11 4- 1)*2

C 4-++++++4-++-I-++++++-I+++++-I·+++«++++
C DERIV/\”1”1VES W1T11

RES1’EC”1‘ TO RHO
C

C(3,I,N) = A'l‘1E*(1f„'1‘ + XS + R11 4· 2)*(1€T-1)*(XS-1)
# + A”1”E*(F,'1”-1”)*(XS-1)*(R11—1)
(I(3,2,N) = -A'I‘E*(l?'l'-XS + R11 4- 2)*(ET—I)*(XS + I)

(Ü(3,3,N) = —/\'1'Il*(1€'I' + XS-R11-2)*(1I'1‘ 4- I)*(XS + I)
# 4- AT1Ä*(1£”l‘ + 1)*(XS + 1)"'(R11—1)
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C(3,4,N) = A'I'E*(ET-XS—RIl-2)*(ET + 1)*(XS—l)# -ATE*(ET + 1)*(XS—1)*(RIl—1)C(3,5,N) = -ATE*(E'I“ + XS-R11 + 2)*(ET-1)*(XS—1)# + ATE*(ET-1)*(XS-1)*(RII + 1)C(3,6,N) = ATE*(ET-XS-R11 + 2)*(ET-1)*(XS + 1)# -ATE*(ET-l)*(XS + l)*(R1I + 1)C(3,7,N) = ATE*(ET + XS + RH-2)*(ET + 1)*(XS + 1)# + ATE*(ET + 1)*(XS + 1)*(RH + 1)C(3,8,N) = -ATE*(ET-XS + RH-2)*(ET + 1)"'(XS-1)# -ATE*(ET + 1)*(XS-1)*(RH + 1)C(3,9,N) = —RII*FOR*(ET-1)*(XS—1)*2C(3,10,N) = RH*FOR*(ET—1)*(XS + 1)*2C(3,1l,N) = -RI·I*FOR*(ET + 1)*(XS + 1)*2C(3,12,N) = RII*FOR*(ET + 1)*(XS-1)*2C(3,13,N) = —EOR*(ET—1)*(XS**2—l)
C(3,l4,N) = FOR*(E'I‘**2—1)*(XS + 1)C(3,15,N) = EOR*(ET + 1)*(XS**2-1)C(3,16,N) = -FOR*(E'1“**2—1)*(XS-1)
C(3,l7,N) = FOR*(ET-1)*(XS**2-1)
C(3,18,N) = -FOR*(E'l'**2-1)*(XS + 1)C(3,19,N) = —1’OR*(E'l“ + 1)*(XS**2—1)C(3,20,N) = FOR*(E'1‘**2—1)*(XS—1)C

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C ***** 24 NODE ELEMENT ****C

SUBROUTINE GPN24
IMPLICIT DOUBLE l’REClSlON(A—II,O—Z)

“‘COMM()N/(]PN2/EN(48,32),INTXSLINTET/\,lNTRHOFR1= 1./64.
l:R9=9./64.
D() 101=1,1N'I‘RllOD() 10J=1,1N'I’XSI
DO 10 K= 1,IN'I‘ETA
N= INTXSI*INTETA*(I—1)+1NTETA*(.l-1) + Kll(N) = WRlIO(1)*WXS1(.l)*WET/\(K)
Rll=RllO(l)

-.-.XS=XS1(.l)
ET = ET/\(K)
XS2=XS*XS
ET2=ET*ET
EN(N,1 ) = FR1*(1.~XS)"'(1.—ET)*(1.—Rl{)*(9.*(XS2+E'l‘2)—10)EN(N,20) = FR9*(1.-XS)*(1.—3.*E'I‘)*(1.-RII)*(1.—E'1‘2)EN(N,12) = FR9*(1.—XS)*(1.+3.*E'1“)*(1.-R1I)*(1.·ET2)EN(N,4) = FR1*(1.-XS)*(l.+E'l‘)*(1.-RIl)*(9.*(XS2+ ET2)-10)EN(N,19) = FR9*(1.—3.*XS)*(1.+E'1')*(1.—R11)*(1.—XS2)

.EN(N,11) = FR9*(1.+3.*XS)*(1.+ET)*(1.—Rl1)*(1.—XS2)EN(N,3) = I*R1*(1.+XS)*(1.+E'1‘)*(1.—R11)*(9.*(XS2+ET2)-10)EN(N,18) = I’R9*(1.+XS)*(1.+3.*ET)*(1.—RII)*(1.—E'I“2)EN(N,l0) = I’R9*(l.+XS)*(1.-3.*ET)*(l.-RII)*(1.-ET2)EN(N,2) = FR1*(1.+XS)*(1.—ET)*(1.—RI1)*(9.*(XS2+E'I‘2)—l0)1€N(N,17) = FR9*(1.+3.*XS)*(1.—E'1")*(1.—RI1)*(1.—XS2)
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EN(N,9) = FR9*(I.—3.*XS)*(I.—ET)*(I.-RlI)*(I.—XS2)EN(N,5) = FRI*(I.-XS)*(I.-ET)"‘(I.+ RIl)*(9.*(XS2+ET2)-IO)EN(N,24) = ER9*(I.—XS)*(I.—3.*ET)*(I.+RII)*(I.—ET2)EN(N,I6) = FR9*(I.—XS)*(I. +3.*ET)*(I.+ Rll)*(I.—ET2)EN(N,8) = FRI*(I.—XS)*(I. + ET)*(I. + RII)*(9.*(XS2+ ET2)— IO)EN(N,23) = FR9*(I.-3.*XS)*(I.+E'I‘)*(I.+ RII)*(l.-XS2)EN(N,l5) = FR9*(I.+3.*XS)*(I.+ET)*(1.+ RII)*(I.-XS2)EN(N,7) = FR1*(I.+ XS)*(I. + ET)*(I. + RH)*(9."'(XS2+ ET2)~IO)EN(N,22) = FR9*(I.+XS)*(I.+ 3.*ET)*(I.+ RIl)*(I.—ET2)EN(N,I4) = ER9*(I.+ XS)*(l.—3.*ET)*(I.+ RII)*(I.—ET2)EN(N,6) = FRI*(I, + XS)*(I.—ET)*(I. + RII)*(9.*(XS2+ E'I'2)—IO)EN(N,2I) = FR9*(I.+3."'XS)*(I.-ET)*(I.+RH)"'(I.-XS2)EN(N,I3) = FR9"'(I.~3.*XS)*(l.—ET)*(I.+RH)*(l.—XS2)IO CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C ***** 24 NODE ELEMENT ****C

SUBROUTINE I)N24 ((Ü)
IMPI.,ICI'I' DOUBLE I’RECISION(A—Il,O-Z)
COMMON/GPNI,/II(4R),WXSl(6),WETA(6),WRlIO(6),XSI(6),ET/\(6),RII()(6)
COMMON/GPN2/EN(48,32),lNTXSLINTET/\,INTRIIOC
DOUBLE PRECISION (.Ü(3,32,80)C
FRI = I./64.
FR9= 9./64.
DO IO I= I.lNTRIIO
DO IO .I= I,INTXSI
DO IO K = I,INTET/\
N= INTXSI*INTETA*(I-I)+INTETA*(.l·I) + K ‘}E{(N) = WRIIO(I)*WXSI(.|)*WETA(K)
RII= RII()(I)
XS= XSI(.l)
ET = ET/\(K)

(; ++1-++*+=l¤·l==I<++=l=++++=l·*l<¤|¤¤lr=l¤+=l··l=¤l¤·l¤=l¤+>l·¤l<=l¤C DERIVATIVES WITII RESPECT TO XIC
C(l,I ,N) = FRI*(I.-ET)*(I.-RII)*(IO.+9.*(2.*XS~3.*XS*XS—ET*ET))C(I,9 ,N) = FR9*(I.~ET)*(I.—RIl)*(9.*XS*XS—2.*XS-3.) __(.Ü(I,I7,N) = FR9*(l.—E'I°)*(I.—RII)*(3.—2.*XS-9.*XS*XS)C(I,2 ,N) = FRI*(I.-ET)*(I.-RIl)*(9.*(.I.*XS*XS·+· ET*ET+2.*XS)~IO.)C(I,IO,N) = FR9*(I.-3.*ET)*(I.—RII)*(I.- ET* ET)C(I,IR,N) = FR9*(I.+3.*E'I')*(l.—RII)*(I.— ET* ET)C( I,3 ,N) = FRI*(l. + E'I‘)*(I.·RII)*(9.*(3.*XS*XS + ET*ET+ 2.*XS)— IO.)C(I,I l,N) = FR9*(I.+ ET )*(I.—RII)*(3.—2.*XS—9.*XS*XS)(Z(I,I9,N) = FR9*(I.+ ET )*(I.-RlI)"'(9.*XS*XS-2.*XS-3.)(.Ü(I,4 ,N) = FRI*(l. + ET)*(I.-RIl)*(IO. + 9.*(2.*XS—3."‘XS*XS-ET*ET))(Ü(I,I2,N) = FR9*(I.+ 3.*ET)*(I.—RII)*( E'l'* E'I'—I.)

.(I(I,20,N) = FR9*(l.-3.*E'l')*(I.-RlI)*( ET* ET—I.)C(I,S ,N) = FRI*(I.—ET)*(I.+ Rl·l)*(IO.+ 9.*(2.*XS—3.*XS*XS-ET*ET))(.T(I,I3,N) = I·'R9*(I.—E'I°)*(I.+RI{)*(9.*XS*XS-2.*XS-3.)(I(I,2I,N) = FR9*(I,—ET)*(I.+ RII)*(3.-2."'XS—9.*XS*XS)C(I,6 ,N) = FRI*(I.-ET)*(I. + RIl)*(9.*(3.*XS*XS+ ET* ET+ 2.*XS)—IO.)(Ö(I,I4,N) = FR9*(I.—3.*E'I')*(I.+ RII)*(I.- ET* ET)
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C(1,22,N) = FR9*(1.+ 3.*ET)*(1.+ RH)*(1.- ET* ET)
C(1,7 ,N) = FR1*(1. + ET)*(1.+ R11)*(9.*(3.*XS*XS + E'l'*ET+ 2.*XS)—l0.)
C(1,15,N) = ER9*(1.+ ET )*(1.+ RH)*(3.-2.*XS-9.*XS*XS)
C(1,23,N) = ER9*(1.+ ET )*(1.+RH)*(9.*XS*XS-2.*XS—3.)
C(l,8
,N)C(1,l6,N) = FR9*(1.+ 3.*ET)*(l.+ RH)*( ET* ET-1.)
C(1,24,N) = FR9*(1.-3.*ET)*(1. + RII)*( ET* ET-1.)

C DERIVATIVES WITI·I RESPECT T() ETA
C

C(2,1 ,N) = FR1*(1.·XS)*(l.-RH)*(10.+9.*(2.*ET-XS*XS-3.*ET*ET))
C(2,9 ,N) = FR9*(1.-3.*XS)*(1.—RII)*(XS*XS-1.)
C(2,17,N) = FR9*(1.+3.*XS)*(l.-RH)*(XS*XS-1.)
C(2,2 ,N) = FR1*(l.+ XS)*(1.-RII)*(10.+ 9.*(2.*ET-XS*XS-3.*ET*ET))
C(2,10,N) = ER9*(1.+ XS)*(1.-RH)*(9.* ET * ET -2.* ET -3.)
C(2,18,N) = FR9*(1. + XS)*(1.-RI·I)*(3.-2.* ET -9.* ET * ET)
C(2,3 .N) = ER1*(1. + XS)*(1.-RII)*(9.*(3.*ET*ET + XS*XS + 2.*ET)-10.)
C(2,11,N) = I’R9*(1.+3.*XS)*(1.-RH)*(1.-XS*XS)
C(2,19,N) = I*R9*(1.-3.*XS‘)*(1.-RII)*(1.-XS*XS)
C(2,4 ,N) = FRI*(1.—XS)*(1.-RI1)*(9.*(3.*ET*ET + XS*XS + 2.*ET)—10.)
C(2,12,N) = 1‘R9*(1.—XS)*(1.-RII)*(3.-2.* ET-9.*ET*ET)
C(2,20,N) = I‘R9*(1.—XS)*(1.-RII)*(9.*ET*ET-2.*ET-3.)
C(2,5
,N)C(2,13,N) = FR9*(1.-3.*XS)*(l.+R1I)*(XS*XS-1.)
C(2,21,N) = FR9*(1.+ 3.*XS)*(1.+ RH)*(XS*XS-1.)
C(2,6 ,N) = I*R1*(_1. + XS)*(1. + RI1)*(10. + 9.*(2.*ET-XS*XS-3.*ET*ET))
C(2,14,N) = I‘R9*(1.+ XS)*(1.+ RH)*(9.* ET * ET -2.* ET -3.)

ET -9.* ET * ET)
C(2,7 ,N) = 1*R1*(1.+ XS)*(1. ·+- RH)*(9.*(3.*E'1'*ET+ XS*XS + 2.*ET)-10.)
C(2,15,N) = I’R9*(1.+ 3.*XS)*(1. + RII)*(1.·XS*XS)
C(2,23,N) = I‘R9*(1.-3.*XS)*(1.+RII)*(1.-XS*XS)
C(2,8 ,N) = ER1*(1.-XS)*(1.+ RII)*(9.*(3.*ET*ET+ XS*XS+ 2.*ET)-10.)
C(2,16,N) = I’R9*(1.-XS)*(1.·+· RII)*(3.-2.* ET -9.* ET * ET)
C(2,24,N) = I*R9*(1.-X$)*(1. + RH)*(9.* ET * ET -2.* ET -3.)

(IC
DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT T() ZETA

C
C(3,1 ,N) = FR1*(1.—XS)*(1.- )*(10.-9.*(XS*XS+ ET * ET ))
C(3,9 ,N) = FR9*(1.—3.*XS)*(1.- ET )*(XS*XS-1.)
C(3,17,N) = ER9*(1. + 3.*XS)*(1.- ET )*(XS*XS—1.)
C(3,2 ,N) = 1’R1*(1.+ XS)*(1.- ET )*(10.-9.*(XS*XS+ ET*ET))
C(3,10,N) = FR9*(1.+ XS)*(1.-3.* ET )*( ET * ET -1.)
C(3,18,N) = FR9*(1.+ XS)*(1. + 3.* ET )*( ET * ET -1.)
C(3,3 ,N) = FR1*(1. + XS)*(1.+ ET )*(1(1.-9.*(XS*XS+ ET*ET))
C(3,11,N) = FR9*(1.+3.*XS)*(1.+ ET ‘)*(XS*XS—1.)
C(3,19,N) = I*R9*(1.-3.*XS)*(l.+ ET ‘)*(XS*XS-I.)
C(3,4 ,N) = FR1*(1.—XS)*(1.+ ET )*(10.-9.*(XS*XS+ET*ET))
C(3,12,N) = I’R9*(1.-XS)*(I.+ 3.* ET )*( ET * ET -1.)
C(3,20,N) = FR9*(1.-XS)*(1.-3.* ET )*( ET * ET -1.)
C(3,5 .N) = -ER1*(1.-XS)*(1.- ET )*(10.-9.*(XS*XS+ ET*ET))
C(3,13,N) = -FR9*(l.—3.*XS)*(1.- ET )*(XS*XS-1.)
C(3,21.N) = —FR9*(1.+ 3.*XS)*(1.- ET )*(XS*XS-1.)
C(3,6 ,N) = -1*R1*(l.+ XS)*(1.· ET )*( 11).-9.*(XS*XS+ ET*ET))
C(3,14,N) = -I’R9*(1.+ XS)*(1.—3.* ET )*( ET * ET -1.)
(Z(3,22,N) = -FR9*(1. + XS)*(1. + 3.* ET )*( ET * ET -1.)
C(3,7 ,N) ET )*(10.-9.*(XS*XS+ ET*ET))
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C(3,15,N) = -FR9*(1.+3.*XS)*(1.+ ET )*(XS*XS—1.)
C(3,23,N) = -FR9*(1.·3.*XS)*(1.+ ET )*(XS*XS-1.)
C(3,8 ,N) = -FR1*(1.-XS)*(1.+ ET )*(10.-9.*(XS*XS+E'1“*1£'I‘))
C(3,16,N) = —FR9*(1.-XS)*(1.+ 3.* ET )*( ET * ET -1.)
C(3,24,N) = —FR9*(1.-XS)*(1.-3.* ET )*( ET * ET -1.)

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C ***** 32 N()1)E ELEMENT ****
C

SUBROUTINE GPN32
”

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREC1SION(A—H,O-Z)
COMMON/GPN1/1I(48),WXSI(6),WE'PA(6),WRI}O(6),XS1(6),ETA(6),RHO(6)
COMMON/GPN2/EN(48,32),INTXSI,IN'1“ETA,INTR1·1O
C0 = 9.0/64.0
C2 = 2.0*C0
DO 101 = 1,1NTRI1()
D() 10J = 1,1N'I'XS1
DO 10 K = 1,IN'1'E'1“A

N = 1NTXSI*1NTE'1'A*(1-1)+1NTETA*(.I—1)+K
XN = XS1(.1)
EA = E'I'A(K)
ZN = RIIO(I)
C1 = C0*(XN**2+E/\**2+ZN**2)-19.0/64.1)
XP1 = 1.0+XN
XM1 = 1.0-XN
EP1= I.0+}I^
EM1 = 1.0-EA
ZP1 = 1.0+ZN
ZM1 = 1.0-ZN
XP3 = 1.0+3.0*XN ·
XM3 = 1.0-3.0*XN
IEP3 = 1.0+3.0*EA
EM3 = 1.0-3.0*E/\
ZP3 = 1.0+3.0*ZN
ZM3 = 1.0-3.0*ZN
X2 = 1.0-XN*XN
E2 = 1.0-E/\*EA
Z2 = 1.0-ZN*ZN
EN(N,1) = C1*XM1*EM1*ZM1 _
EN(N,28) = C0*XM1*ZM1*EM3*E2
EN(N,20) = C0*XM1*ZM1*EP3*E2
EN(N,4) = (I1*XM1*EP1*Z1\/11
EN(N,27) = C0*EI’1*ZM1*XM3*X2
IiN(N,19) = (Z0*IiI’l*ZM1*XP3*X2
EN(N,3) = C1*X1‘1*1i1’1*ZM1
EN(N,26) = C0*X1’1*ZM1*EP3*E2
EN(N,18)= (I0*XP1*ZM1*EM3*E2
EN(N,2) = C1*X1’1*1äM1*ZM1 „
1'€N(N,25) = (Ü0*1iM1*ZM1*XP3*X2
EN(N,17) = (j0*1iM1*ZM1*XM3*X2
EN(N,9) = C0*XM1*EI\«1l*ZM3*Z2
13N(N,12) = C0*XM1*13P1*ZM3*Z2
13N(N,11) = (I0*XP1*Ii1’1*ZM3*Z2
EN(N,10) = C0*XI’1*EM1*ZM3*Z2
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EN(N,l3) = CO*XMl*EMI*ZI’3*Z2
EN(N,l6) = C0*XMI*l€l’I*ZP3*Z2
EN(N,l5) = C0*Xl’l*l3Pl*ZP3*Z2
EN(N,l4) = CO*Xl’l*I3MI*ZP3*Z2
EN(N,5) = Cl*XMl*EMI*ZPl
BN(N,32) = CO*XMl"'Zl‘l*EM3*E2
EN(N,24) = C0*XMl*ZPl*EP3*E2
EN(N,8) = Cl*XMI*EPl*ZI’1
EN(N,3I) = CO*EPl*ZPl*XM3*X2
FN(N,23) = CO*}_iPl*ZPI*XP3*X2
EN(N,7) = Cl*XPI*l3Pl*ZP1
EN(N,30) = CO*XPl*ZPl*EP3*E2
EN(N,22) = C0*XPl*ZI’l*EM3*B2
EN(N,6) = CI*XPl*EMl*ZP1
EN(N,29) = C0*EMl*ZPl*XP3*X2
EN(N,2l) = CO*l€Ml*ZPl*XM3*X2

IO CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C ***** 32 N()l)E ELEMENT ***"'
C

SUBR()U'l‘INE DN32 (C)
IMl’LlCI'l” l)()UBl„E PREClSl()N(A—I{,O—Z)
C()MM()N/GPN I/l {(48),WXSI(6),Wli'l‘A(6),WRll()(6),XSl(6),li'l‘/\(6),R ll()(6)
COMMON/GPN2/l3N(4R,32),lN'l”XSl,lN'l”E'l”A,lN'l‘RIl()

C
DOUBLE PRECISION C(3,32,80)
CO = 9.0/64.0
C2 = 2.0*CO
DO IOI = l,lN'l'Rll()
DO IO.] = l,lN'l"XSl
DO IO K = I,lN°lTi'l“A

N = INTXSI*lN”l"lÜl‘/\*(l-I)+ lN”l”l"l”A*(.l-I)·I· K
ll(N) = WRIl()(l)*WXSl(.l)*\VF,'l‘/\(K)
XN = XSl(.l)
EA = [ET/\(K)
ZN = Rll()(l)
Cl = (3(l*(XN**2+F/\**2+ZN**2)·i9.Ü/64.I)
XP! = l.O+XN
XMI = I.O—XN
IEPI = 1.0+EA
EMI = I.O—l€A
ZP! = l.O+ZN
ZMI = l.O-ZN
XP3 = l.O+3.0*XN
XM3 = I.O—3.0*XN
EP3 = l.0+3.0*I€A
IEM3 = I.O—3.0*liA
ZP3 = I.O+3.0*ZN
ZM3 = I.O—3.0*ZN
X2 = l.O—XN*XN
E2 = I.O—li/\*liA
Z2 = !.O-ZN*ZN

(j +1-+·!·»«--•·-!·+-H-+++!·++++++++++++·i++++
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C I)I%RIVA'I'IVIiS WITH RI€SI’IäCT T() XSI
C

C(1,l ,N) = EMl*ZMl*(—C1+C2*XN*XMl‘)
C(l,28,N) = —C0*ZMl*I3M3*I32
C(I,20,N) = -C0"‘ZMl*I£P3*E2
C(I,4 ,N) = EPI*ZMl*(·Cl +C2*XN*XMI)
C(I,27,N) = C0*EPl*ZMl*(-3.0-2.0*XN+ 9.0"'XN"‘*2)
C(l,I9,N) = C0*EPl*ZMI*( 3.0-2.0*XN-9.0"‘XN**2)
C(I,3 ,N) = EPI"'ZMI*(Cl +C2*XN*XPl)
C(I,26,N) = C0*ZMl*IEP3*I32
C(I,I8,N) = C0*ZMl*EM3*E2
C(l,2 ,N) = EMl*ZMI*(Cl +C2"'XN*XPl)
C(I,25,N) = C0*EMl*ZMl*( 3.0-2.0*XN—9.0*XN**2)
C(1,l7,N) = C0*EMl*ZMI*(-3.0-2.0*XN+9.0*XN**2)
C(I,9 ,N) = ·C0*EMl*ZM3*Z2
C(l,I2,N) = -C0*EPI*ZM3*Z2
C(l,Il,N) = C0*I3I’l*ZM3*Z2
C(l,l(),N) = C0*IiMl*ZM3*Z2
C(l,l3,N) = —C0*I?Ml*ZI‘3*Z2
C(l,l6,N) = -C0*BI’l*ZI’3*Z2
C(l,l5,N) = C()"'EPl*ZI’3*Z2
C(l,I4,N) = C0*I€Ml*ZI’3*Z2
C(l,5 ,N) = EMl*ZPl*(-CI+(Ö2*XN*XI\/Il)
C(I.32,N) = -C0*ZI’l*IiM3*E2
C(l,24,N) = ·C0*ZI’l*EI‘3*E2
C(l,8 ,N) = IiPI*ZI’l*(-CI +C2*XN*XI\/II)
C(I,3I,N) = C0*IEPl*ZI’l*(-3.0-2.0*XN+ 9.0*XN**2)
C(I,23,N) = (I0*l?I’I*ZI’I*( 3.0-2.0*XN-9.()*XN**2)
C(l,7 ,N) = EI’I*ZI’l*(Cl +C2*XN*XI’l)
C(l,3(),N) = C0*ZPI*EP3*I32
C(l,22,N) = C0*ZPl*EM3*IE2C(1,6 ,N) =EMl*ZPI*(ClC(l,2I,N)

= (T0*liMI*Zl’I*(—3.0-2.0*XN+ 9.0*XN*"'2)
(I +++=l·+=l=++=l=·l=¤l=+++=l<=lv=l¤+>l==l¤++¤l==l¤+¤l¤-l¤=l·=l==l·=l-=l-
C DIÄRIV/\'l“IVl%S WITH RBSPIÄCT TO [ETA
C

C(2,l ,N) = XMl*ZMI"‘(—Cl+C2*EA*EMl)
C(2,28,N) = C0*XMI*ZMI*(—3.()—2.()*EA+ 9.0*EA**2)
C(2,20,N) = C0*XI\/Il *ZMl*( 3.0—2.0*EA·9.(I*EA**2)
(I(2,4 ,N) = XMI*ZMI*(CI + C2*EA*I€I’l‘)
C(2,27,N) = C0*ZI\/ll*XM3*X2

"

C(2,l9,N) = C0*ZMl*XP3*X2
C(2,3 ,N) = XPI*ZMl*(Cl +(I2*F.A*IiPl°)
C(2,26,N) = C0*XI’I*ZMl*( 3.0-2.()*IZA-9.0*I€A**2)
(I(2,l8,N) = C0*XI’l*ZMl*(—3.0-2.0*F,1\+9.0*E/\**2)
C(2,2 ,N) = XPI*ZMI*(—Cl +(;2*l.l^*llI\/ll)
C(2,25,N) = —C0*ZMI*XI‘3*X2
C(2,I7,N) = -C0*ZMI*XM3*X2
C(2.9 ,N) = -C0*XMI*'ZM3*Z2
C(2,l2,N) = C0*XMI*ZM3*Z2

i

C(2,II,N) = (Ö0*XI’I*ZI\«I3*Z2
C(2,l0,N) = -(Ä0*XI’l*ZM3*Z2
C(2,l3,N) = —C0*XMl*ZI‘3*Z2
(I(2,l6,N) = C0*XMl*ZI’.3*Z2
C(2,lS.N) = (Ä0*XI’l*ZI’3"‘Z2
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C(2,l4,N) = -C0*XPl*ZP3*Z2
C(2,5 ,N) = XM1"'ZPI*(—Cl+C2"'EA*EMl)
C(2,32,N) = C0*XMl*ZI’l*(-3.0-2.0*EA + 9.0*EA**2)
C(2,24,N) = C0*XMI*ZPl*( 3.0—2.()*EA—9.0*IZA**2)
C(2,8 ,N) = XMl"‘ZP1*(C1 +C2*EA*IEPI)
C(2,3l,N) = C0*ZPl*XM3*X2
C(2,23,N) = C0*ZP1*XP3*X2
C(2,7 ,N) = XP1*ZPl*(Cl +C2*EA*EPl)
C(2,30,N) = C0"‘XI’l*ZI’I*( 3.0-2.0*EA—9.0*EA**2)
C(2,22,N) = C0*XPl*ZP1*(-3.0-2.0*EA+ 9.0*EA**2)
C(2,6 ,N) = XPl*ZPl*(-Cl + C2*EA*EMl)
C(2,29,N) = -C0*ZPl*XP3*X2
C(2,2I,N) = -C0*ZPI*XM3"‘X2

C HI++4-+*4-4-+++++4-·•·»•·+++++—«·++++++++
C DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO RIIO
C

C(3,l ,N) = XMl*EMl*(·Cl +C2*ZN*ZMl)
C(3,28,N) = -C0*XMl*EM3*I·l2
C(3,20,N) = -C0*XMI*EP3*E2
C(3.4 ,N) = XMl*EI’I*(—Cl +C2*ZN*ZMI)
C(3,27,N) = —C0"‘EI’l*XM3*X2
C(3,l9,N’) = —C0*I?„I’I*XI’3*X2
C(3,3 ,N) = XPl*I€Pl*(—(Il + (I2*ZN*ZMl)
C(3,26,N) = -C()*XI’I*EP3"'E2
C(3,l8,N) = -C0*XPl*EM3*E2
C(3,2 ,N) = XPl*EMl*(-Cl + C2*ZN*ZMl)
C(3,25,N) = -C0*EMl*XP3*X2
C(3,l7,N) = —C()*EMl*XM3*X2
C(3,9 ,N) = C0*XMl*IiMl*(—3.0—2.0*ZN+ 9.0*ZN**2)
C(3,l2,N) = C0*XM l *EI’l*(—3.0—2.()*ZN + 9.0*ZN**2)
C(3,l l,N) = C0*XPl*EI’l*(·3.0—2.0*ZN + 9.0*ZN**2)
C(3,l0,N) = C0"'XI’I*EMl"'(—3.0-2.0*ZN+ 9.0*ZN**2) —·
C(3,l3,N) = C()*XMI*EMl*( 3.0·2.0*ZN·9.0*ZN**2)
C(3,I6,N) = C0+XMl*l'€I’l*( 3.0-2.0*ZN-0.0*ZN**2)
C(3,l5,N) = C0*XI’l"'I€I’l*( 3.0-2.0*7CN—9.0*ZN**2)
(Z(3,I4,N) = C0*XI’I*EMl*( 3.0-2.0*ZN-9.0*ZN**2)
C(3,5 ,N) = XMl"'EM1*(C1+C2*ZN*ZPl)
C(3,32,N) = C0*XMl*EM3*E2
C(3,24,N) = C0*XMl*EP3*E2
C(3,8 ,N) = XMl*EI’I*(Cl + C2*ZN*ZPl)
C(3,3l,N) =C0*EPl*XM3*X2C(3,23,N)

= C0*EPl*XP3*X2
C(3,7 ,N) = XPI*EPl*(Cl + C2*ZN*ZPl)
C(3,30,N) = C0*XPl*EP3*E2
C(3,22,N) = C0*XI’l*I?M3*E2
C(3,6 ,N) = XPl*liMl*g(Sl + (T2*2N*ZPl)
(I(3,29,N) = C0*EMl*XP3*X2
C(3,2l,N) = C0*EMl*XM3*X2

10 CONTINUE
RETURN ,
END

C
C CALCUI,/\'I”I€S AN ELEMENT STII’I’NI€SS MATRIX,
C

SUBR()U'I'INI€ IZLKAY (I),EI_,XYZ,ak,C,R,dtcta,dphi)
IMPLICIT I)()UBI_,Ii I’RI€CISION(A—II,()—Z)
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I
I

COMMON/GPN1/11(48),WXS1(6),WE'I‘A(6),WR1lO(6),XSl(6),E'1"/\(6),R110(6)
COMMON/GPN2/1£N(48,32),lN'1‘XS1,1N'1‘E'l‘A,1N'1‘R1IO
COMMON/IDAT/NNOD,NDOIZNGAUSS

C
DOUBLE PRECISION B(6,96,600),C(3,32,80),S(96,96),ELXYZ(32,3)
DOUBLE PRECISION BT(96,6),BTD(96,6),GJ(3,3),GJI(3,3),teta,tetar
DOUBLE PRECISION D(6,6),ak(3,3,528),t1(6,6),t2(6,6),dd(6,6)
REAL R(162,60),dteta.dphi
tetr = dble(dteta)
phir= dble(dphi)
teta= -tetr
phi = -phir
call t (l,teta,phi,t1)

c call t (2,tetr,phir,t2)
c do 123 i= 1,6

i

c do 123 j = 1,6
c d(i,j) = 0.0
c do 123 k = 1,6
c d(i,j) = d(i,j) + d<1(i,k) *t2(k.j)
c 123 continue

DO 5 1= 1,ndof
DO 5 J= l,ndo1

S(1,.1) = 0.d0
5 CONTINUE

nl = ngauss*6
DO l301=1,n1

DO 130 .1= 1,NDOF
R(i,j) = 0.0

130 CONTINUE
nl = nnod/2*(nnod + 1)
do 125 i= 1,3

do 125 j= 1,3
do 125 k = l,nl

ak(i,j,k) = 0.cl0
125 continue

do 10 i= 1,ngauss
xgp = 0.0
ygp = 0.0
zgp= 0.0
do 20 j= l,nnodXen = X2? + @¤(iI1)*@1><yZ(i I 1)

ygp = ygn + <=¤(iIi>*@l><y¤(iI2>
zgp = zgp + en(i,j)*elxyz(j,3)

20 continue
write(6,200) xgp,ygp,zgp

200 1ormz1t(t5,3(5x,f1 2. 5))
10 continue

IBM/\'1' = 0
c

DO 30 NG = 1,NG/\USS
1Bl\/1A'1“=1BMA'1’+ 1
D() 40 l= 1,3

DO 40 .1= 1,3
G.1(1,.1)= 0.0
DO 44 K=1,NNOD
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(]J(I,J)=GJ(1,.I) + C(1,K,NG)*ELXYZ(K,.I)44 CONTINUB40 CONTINUEC
DETJ= GJ(1,l)*G.I(2,2)*(}.I(3,3) + G.I(l,2)*G.I(2,3)*GJ(3,1)C + GJ(1,3)*G.l(2,1)*G.I(3,2) - G.I(1,3)*(}J(2,2)*G.I(3,1)C — GJ(1,1)*GJ(2,3)*G.1(3,2) - G.I(1,2)*G.I(2,1)*GJ(3,3)C
IF ( DETJ.LT. .00000001) TIIEN
WRITE(6,300) NG

300 FORM/\T(/5X,’ZERO OR NEGATIVE JACOBIAN DETERMINANTQC //,5X,’GAUSS POINT NO.’,I3) ”STOP 3
END IF
DETINV = 1./DIETJ
G.II(1,1) = ( G.I(2,2)*GJ(3,3) - G.I(2,3)*GJ(3,2) )*DETINVGJ1(2,1) = ( GJ(2,3)*G.I(3,1) — GJ(2,1)*G.I(3,3) )*DB'I“INVGJI(3,1) = ( GJ(2,1)*(}.I(3,2) - G.I(2,2)*(}.I(3,1) )*I)l?'I‘INV(}.II(1,2) = ( G.I(3,2)*(}.1(1,3) - G.I(1.2)*G.I(3,3) )*D1?'I'INV(},II(2,2) = ( GJ(1,l)*(}.I(3,3) - G.I(1,3)*G.1(3,1) )*DET1NVG.II(3,2) = ( G.1(1,2)*(3.1(3,1) - G.I(1,1)*G.1(3,2) )*DIi'1'INVG.I1(1,3) = ( G.I(l,2)*(}J(2,3) — G.1(2,2)*GJ(1,3) )*DETINVG.1I(2,3) = ( (}.I(2,1)*G.I(1,3) — G.I(1.1)*(}.|(2,3) )*DI€'I“INVGJI(3,3) = ( G.I(1,1)*(}J(2,2) — (}.I(1,2)*G.1(2,1) )*DETINVC
DO 55 I= 1,6D() 55 .I= 1,NDOF

55 B(I,.I,1B1\/IA'1‘)= 0.0C
DO 60 I= 1,3I)() 60 K=1,NNOI) _NN=(K—1)*3+I

DO 60 .|= 1,3
60 B(I,NN,1I3MA'1‘)= I¥(1,NN,IBMA'1‘)+ G.I1(I,.I)*C(.I,I<,NG)C

D() 70 K=1,NNOD
NN= 3*(K-1)+1DO 70 J= 1,3

B(4,NN + 1,IB1\/IAT) = B(4,NN +1,lB1\/IAT)+ G.II(3,.I)*C(J,K,NG)B(4,NN + 2,IBM/\T) = B(4,NN + 2,1B1\/IA'I‘)+ G.II(2,.I)*C(.I,K,NG)B(5,NN,1RMA'I“) = B(5,NN,IBMA'I") + G.11(3,.I)*C(.I,K,NG) "‘B(5,NN + 2,1I3MA'1‘) = lI(5,NN + 2,IBMAT) + GJI(1,J)*C(J,K,NG)B(6,NN,1B1\‘1AT)= B(6,NN,1B1VlAT) + G.II(2,.I)*C(J,K,NG)70 I3(6,NN + 1,lBMA'I“) = B(6,NN + 1,1B1\/1/\'I‘)+ G.Il(1,.I)*C(.I,I<,NG)C
DO 79 I= 1,NDOI’

DO 79 .I= 1,6
BT(I,.I) = B(.1,I,I131\/IAT)79 CONTINUE ,C

DO 81 1=1,NDOI’D() 81 .I= 1,6
BTD(I,J) = 0.0D() 80 K= 1,6

B'1‘D(I,.I) = B’1'D(1,.I) + B°1°‘(I,K)*D(K,.I)
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80 CONTINUE
81 CONTINUE
C

WEIGIIT = II(NG)*DET.I
DO 90 1= 1,NDOF

DO 90 J= I,NDOF
DO 90 1,= 1,6

90 $(1,]) = $(1,]) + WF,IGIIT*BTD(1,I ,)*B(I .,.1,IBMAT)

30 CONTINUE
DO 118I=1,NDOF

DO 118 J = LNDOF
S(J,I) = $(1,.1)

118 CONTINUE
C

NN = 1
DO 110 N=1,NNOD

NN=NN+N4
N1 = NN + N·1
DO 110 L= NN,N1

DO 110 M1 = 1,3
DO 110 M2= 1,3

I= (N—1)*3+ M2
J = (1.-NN)*3 + M1

AK(M1,M2,1.)= $(j,i)
110 CONTINUE

do 122 i= 1,6
do 122 j= 1,6

dd(i,j) = 0.0
do 122 k= 1,6

dd(i,j) = dd(i,j) + t1(i,k)*d(k,j)
122 continue1)O 120 NG== 1,NGA1-i$$

~
DO 120 ND=1.NDOI‘

DO 120 I= 1,6
k= (ng-1)*6+i
r(k,nd) = 0.0

DO 120 .l= 1,6
R(K,ND) = R(I<,ND) + dD(I,.1)*B(J,ND,NG)

120 CONTINUIE
R1€.'l‘11RN
END

C
C TO CA1.(I11I.A'I'E D, TI113 STRIYSS-STRAIN MATRIX

c
SUBROUTINIÄ DMAT (F,,D,ateg)
1MPI,lC1'1‘ DOUBLE 1‘R1’,(IISl()N(A-11,0-Z)
DOUB1„1‘, PRIRCISION T 1(6,6),T2(6,6),DT2(6,6),D(6,6)

REAL F,(15)
E1 1 = I](1)
E22= E(2)
17,3} = 1E(})
G12= E(4)
G1} = l?,(5)
G2} = 1%(6)
V 12= I3(7)
V1} = E(8)
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V23 = E(9)
THETA = E(10)/5729577951
phi= e(l 1)/5729577951
del = theta—ateg
V21= V12*E22/E11
V31= V13*E33/E11
V32= V23*E33/E22
POISON= 1./(1—V12*V21-Vl3*V31—V23*V32-V12*V23*V31-V21*Vl3*V32)
DO 10 1= 1,6

DO 10 .l= 1,6
D(1,J) = 0.0

10 CONTINUE
D(l,1)=(1-V23*V32)*E11*POISON
D(1,2) = (V12+ V13*V32)*E22*PO1SON
D( 1,3) = (V13 + V12*V23)*E33*PO1SON
D(2,2)=(1—V13*V31)*E22*PO1SON
D(2,3) = (V23 + V21 "'V13)*E33*PO1SON
D(3,3) =(1—V12*V21)*1?33*1’O1S()N
D(4,4) = G23
D(5,5) = G13
D(6,6) = G12
DO 20 1= 1,6

DO 20 J = 1,6
D(J,I) = 1)(1,.1)

20 CONTINUE
c REVT = ·T11ETA
c revp = ·phi

revt = -del
revp = -phi
CALL T(1,REVT,revp,T1)

c CAL1, T(2,T11ETA,phi,T2)
CALL T(2,de1,phi,T2)
D() 30 1= 1,6

D() 35 .1= 1,6
D'1“2(1,.1) = 0.0
D() 35 K = 1,6

D'1'2(1,J) = D'1“2(I,J) + D(1,K)*T2(K,J)
35 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

DO 40 1= 1,6
DO 40 J = 1,6

D(1,.1)= 0.0
DO 40 K = 1,6

D(1,.1)= D(1,J) + T1(1,K)*D'1“2(K,J)
40 CONTINUIZ

RETURN
END

C
C
C TO CA1,CU1,ATE STRESS AN1) STRAIN
C TRANSFORM/\T1ON MATRICES
C

SUBROUTINE T(N,TllETA,Plll,T1)
IMPLICIT DOUBl.-.E PREC1S1ON(A—11,0—Z)
1)()UB1,13 PR1iC1S1()NT1(6,6)

C
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DO 10 1= 1,6
DO 10 J = 1,6

T1(I,J) = 0.0
10 CONTINUE

S = DS1N(TIIETA)
C = DCOS(T}IETA)
S2= S**2
C2= C**2
T1(1,1) = C2
T1(2,2)= C2
T1(1,2) = S2
Tl(2,1)= S2
T1(3,3) = 1
T1(4,4) = C
Tl(5,5) = C
T1(4,5) = -S
T1(5,4) = S
'I‘1(6,6) = (I2-S2
'['1(1,6) = 2.*C*S/I*1,()A'1'(N)
T1(2,6) = -2.*C*S/[6’I,()A'I‘(N)
'I‘1(6, 1) = -I’L()A'I‘(N)*C*S
'1'1(6,2)== I’I_,()AT(N)*(Ü*S
RETURN
END

C
C
C = END FORTRAN
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